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1. Judicial District: Ninth Department: II 
County: Douglas Judge: Thomas W. Gregory 
District Court Case No. 11-CV -0296 

2. Attorneys filing this docketing statement: 
Attorney: Michael L. Matuska Telephone: (775) 350-7220 
Firm: Matuska Law Offices, Ltd. 
Address: 2310 South Carson Street, Suite 6, Carson City, NV 89701 

Attorney: 
Firm: 
Address: 

Client(s): 

Robert L. Eisenberg, Esq. Telephone: (775) 786-6868 
Lemons, Grundy & Eisenberg 
6005 Plumas Street, 3rd Floor, Reno NV 89519 

Peggy Cain; Jeffrey Cain; Heli Ops International, LLC 

If this is a joint statement by multiple appellants, add the names and 
addresses of other counsel and the names of their clients on an additional 
sheet accompanied by a certification that they concur in the filing of this 
statement. 

3. Attorney(s) representing respondent(s): 
Attorney: Mark Forsberg, Esq. Telephone: (775) 301-4250 
Firm: Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd. 
Address: 504 East Musser Street, Suite 302, Carson City NV 89701 
Client(s): Richard Price and Mickey Shackelford 

4. Nature of disposition below (check all that apply): 

0 Judgment after bench trial 0 Dismissal 
0 Judgment after jury verdict 0 Lack of jurisdiction 
0 Summary judgment 0 Failure to state a claim 
0 Default judgment 0 Failure to prosecute 
0 Grant/Denial of NRCP 60(b) 0 Other (specify): 
0 Grant/Denial of injunction 0 Divorce decree: 
0 Grant/Denial of declaratory o Original o Modification 

relief • Other disposition 
0 Review of agency (specify): SQecial Orders 

determination awarding costs and attorney 
fees and guashing subQoena 
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5. Does this appeal raise issues concerning any of the following? No 
o Child custody 
o Venue 
o Termination of parental rights 

6. Pending and prior proceedings in this court. List the name and 
docket number of all appeals or original proceedings presently or previously 
pending before this court which are related to this appeal: 

Pending: Nevada Supreme Court Case No. 69333 

7. Pending and prior proceedings in other courts. List the case name, 
number and court of all pending and prior proceedings in other courts which 
are related to this appeal (e.g., bankruptcy, consolidated or bifurcated 
proceedings) and their dates of disposition: 

Ninth Judicial District Court Case No. 11-CV -0296 
Peggy Cain, et al. v. D.R. Rawson, et al. 

Order Granting Summary Judgment as to Richard Price and Mickey 
Shackelford entered on 11/05/15 

8. Nature of the action. Briefly describe the nature of the action and the 
result below: 

This case involves various claims of Plaintiffs/ Appellants Jeffrey Cain, 
Peggy Cain and Heli Ops International, LLC (together, the "Cains") for fraud 
and diversion of funds in connection with a securities investment. The 
investment was memorialized in a joint venture agreement between Heli Ops 
and C4 Worldwide, Inc. Respondents Richard Price and Mickey Shackelford 
were officers and directors of C4. On February 20, 2010, prior to filing the 
action, C4 agreed to pay $20,000,000 and to surrender the securities if the Cains 
were not paid. C4 failed to pay the amount due or surrender the securities. The 
Cains filed their Complaint on September 14, 2011 against C4 and its officers 
and directors. The Cains have settled with or obtained judgments against all 
Defendants except Respondents Richard Price and Mickey Shackelford. On 
July 28, 2015, Judge Gregory granted in part Defendant Joe Baker's Motion for 
Judgment on the Pleadings. Judge Gregory ruled that C4's officers and 
directors obtained the benefit of the release clause in the February 20, 2010 
settlement agreement, even though they never paid the amounts due or 
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surrendered the securities. On November 5, 2015, Judge Gregory made his 
prior ruling on the Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings a final summary 
judgment. Those orders are on appeal in Case No. 69333. 

On February 10, 2016, Judge Gregory entered his order awarding 
attorney fees to Defendants Price and Shackelford. Judge Gregory awarded 
costs on February 10, 2016. He entered another order February 10, 2016 
quashing subpoenas. Those three orders are on appeal in this Case No. 69889. 

9. Issues on appeal. State specifically all issues in this appeal (attach 
separate sheets as necessary): 

1. Whether the district court erred by awarding attorney fees to 
Defendants Richard Price and Mickey Shackelford, and whether the district 
court correctly applied the lodestar doctrine and other factors. 

2. Whether the district court erred by awarding costs to Defendants 
Richard Price and Mickey Shackelford, when the costs were not adequately 
documented and were intended to reimburse Defendant Joe Baker, who had 
previously settled and agreed to bear his own costs and attorney fees. 

3. Whether the district court erred by granting the motion to quash 
subpoenas and for sanctions filed by the Defendants Richard Price and Mickey 
Shackelford, where the court ordered the issuance commissions and letters 
rogatory prior to summary judgment, the case was already on appeal, and 
Defendants' counsel failed to meet and confer prior to filing the motion. 

10. Pending proceedings in this court raising the same or similar issues. 
If you are aware of any proceedings presently pending before this court which 
raises the same or similar issues raised in this appeal, list the case name and 
docket number and identify the same or similar issues raised: 

Pending: Nevada Supreme Court Case No. 69333 

11. Constitutional issues. If this appeal challenges the constitutionality of 
a statute, and the state, any state agency, or any officer or employee thereof is 
not a party to this appeal, have you notified the clerk of this court and the 
attorney general in accordance with NRAP 44 and NRS 30.130? 
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• N/A 
o Yes 
o No 

If not, explain: ____________________ _ 

12. Other issues. Does this appeal involve any of the following issues? No 

o Reversal of well-settled Nevada precedent (identify the case(s)) 
o An issue arising under the United States and/or Nevada 

Constitutions 
o A substantial issue of first impression 
o An issue of public policy 
o An issue where en bane consideration is necessary to maintain 

uniformity of this court's decisions 
o A ballot question 

13. Assignment to the Court of Appeals or Retention in the Supreme 
Court. 

Briefly set forth whether the matter is presumptively retained by the 
Supreme Court or assigned to the Court of Appeals under NRAP 17, and 
cite the subparagraph(s) of the Rule under which the matter falls. If 
appellant believes that the Supreme Court should retain the case despite 
its presumptive assignment to the Court of Appeals, identify the specific 
issue(s) or circumstance(s) that warrant retaining the case and include an 
explanation of their importance or significance. 

This appeal docket involves post-judgment orders that do not themselves 
fall within categories of cases presumptively retained by the Supreme 
Court or assigned to the Court of Appeals. Nevertheless, this appeal is 
directly related to appeal No. 69333, which is the appeal from the 
underlying judgment. Although the appeals have not yet been 
consolidated, appellants will be moving for consolidation of briefing and 
oral argument of the two appeals, if they do not settle in the settlement 
program. If the court reverses the judgment in No. 69333, the post
judgment orders will also necessarily be reversed in the present appeal 
docket. As indicated in the docketing statement in No. 69333, that 
appeal involves issues of first impression and issues of public policy, 
which would be presumptively retained by the Supreme Court. NRAP 
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17(a)(l4). Under these circumstances, appellants respectfully contend 
that the two appeals should be placed on the same decisional track (i.e., 
retained by the Supreme Court). 

14. Trial. If this action proceeded to trial, how many days did the trial last? 
N/A 

Was it a bench or jury trial? ___ _ 

15. Judicial Disqualification. Do you intend to file a motion to disqualify 
or have a justice recuse him/herself from participation in this appeal? If so, 
which Justice? No 

TIMELINESS OF NOTICE OF APPEAL 

16. Date of entry of written judgment or order appeal from: 

1. Order Granting Attorney's Fees to Defendants Price and 
Shackelford entered on February 5, 2016; 

2. Order Awarding Defendants Price and Shackelford's Costs and 
Denying Plaintiffs' Motion to Retax Costs entered on February 10, 2016; and 

3. Order Granting Motion to Quash Subpoenas, For Protective 
Order and For Sanctions entered on February 10, 2016. 

If no written judgment or order was filed in the district court, explain 
the basis for seeking appellate review: 

17. Date written notice of entry of judgment or order served: 

1. 02/12/16 
2. 02116116 
3. 02/16/16 

Was service by: 

o Delivery 
• Mail/electronic/fax 
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18. If the time for filing the notice of appeal was tolled by a post
judgment motion (NRCP 50(b ), 52(b ), or 59) 

(a) Specify the type ofmotion, the date and method of service ofthe 
motion, and the date of filing. 

0 

0 

0 

NRCP SO(b) 
NRCP 52(b) 
NRCP 59 

Date of filing: 
Date of filing: 
Date of filing: 

NOTE: Motions made pursuant to NRCP 60 or motions for rehearing 
or reconsideration may toll the time for filing a notice of 
appeal. 
See AA Primo Builders v. Washington, 126 Nev._, 245 P.3d 
1190 (2010) 

(b) Date of entry of written order resolving tolling motion: Nl A 

(c) Date written notice of entry of order resolving tolling motion 
served: NIA 

Was service by: 

o Delivery 
o Mail 

19. Date notice of appeal filed: 0212512016 

If more than one party has appealed from the judgment or order, list the 
date each notice of appeal was filed and identify by name the party filing the 
notice of appeal: 

20. Specify statute or rule governing the time limit for filing the notice 
of appeal, e.g., NRAP 4(a), NRS 155.190, or other: NRAP 4(a) 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 
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SUBSTANTIVE APPEALABILITY 

21. Specify the statute or other authority granting this court 
jurisdiction to review the judgment or order appealed from: 

(a) o 
0 

0 

• 

NRAP 3A(b)(l) o NRS 38.205 
NRAP 3A(b )(2) o NRS 233B.150 
NRAP 3A(b)(3) o NRS 703.376 
Other (specify): 3A(b )(8) 

(b) Explain how each authority provides a basis for appeal from the 
judgment or order: The orders awarding attorney fees and costs 
are appealable as special orders entered after final judgment 
pursuant to NRAP 3A(b )(8). Appellants have also appealed the 
February 10, 2015 Order Granting Motion to Quash Subpoena, 
For Protective Order and for Sanctions under NRAP 3A(b )(8) in 
an abundance of caution, although Appellants contend that the 
District Court lacked jurisdiction to enter such order while Case 
No. 69333 was pending and question whether the order is valid 
and final for any purpose. Appellants intend to file a motion to 
determine the finality of that order. 

22. List all parties involved in the action or consolidated actions in the 
district court: 

(a) Parties: 

Plaintiffs/Appellants Peggy Cain; Jeffrey Cain; and Heli Ops 
International, LLC 

Defendants: DR Rawson; C4 Worldwide, Inc.; Margaret Rawson; 
Joe Baker, Michael K. Kavanagh; Jeffrey Edwards 
Defendants/Respondents Richard Price; Mickey Shackelford 

(b) If all parties in the district court [case(s)] are not parties to this 
appeal, explain in detail why those parties are not involved in this 
appeal, e.g., formally dismissed, not served, or other: 

DR Rawson- Default Judgment entered on 05/17/2013 
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C4 Worldwide, Inc.- Default Judgment entered on 0511712013 

Michael K. Kavanagh- Default Judgment entered on 0511712013 

Margaret Rawson -Added to Default Judgment on 0211012014 

Jeffrey Edwards- Default Judgment entered on 0311612015 

Joe Baker- Settled and Dismissed per stipulation on 0911112015 

23. Give a brief description (3 to 5 words) of each party's separate 
claims, counterclaims, cross-claims, or third-party claims, and the date of 
formal disposition of each claim. 

Appellants claim that the Defendants used their company, C4 
Worldwide, to commit fraud and divert Appellants' $1 ,000,000 investment. 

Respondents do not deny the diversion, but deny their involvement in 
the fraudulent scheme and claim the benefit of the release clause in the 
settlement agreement with C4, even though the settlement agreement was 
breached and the Appellants were never paid. 

The District Court committed additional errors by awarding costs and 
attorney fees to Defendants Price and Shackelford, and entering the 
subsequent order quashing subpoenas and ordering sanctions. 

24. Did the judgment or order appealed from adjudicate ALL the 
claims alleged below and the rights and liabilities of ALL the parties to 
the action or consolidated actions below? 

• Yes 
o No 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 
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25. If you answered "No" to question 24, complete the following: 

(a) Specify the claims remaining pending below: 
(b) Specify the parties remaining below: 
(c) Did the district court certify the judgment or order appealed from 

as a final judgment pursuant to NRCP 54(b )? 

o Yes 
o No 

(d) Did the district court make an express determination, pursuant to 
NRCP 54(b ), that there is no just reason for delay and an express 
direction for the entry of judgment? 

o Yes 
o No 

26. If you answered "No" to any part of question 25, explain the basis for 
seeking appellate review (e.g., order is independently appealable under 
NRAP 3A(b)): 

27. Attach File-Stamped Copies of the Following Documents: 

• The latest-filed complaint, counterclaims, cross-claims, and third
party claims 

• Any tolling motion(s) and order(s) resolving tolling motion(s) 
• Orders of NRCP 4l(a) dismissals formally resolving each claim, 

counterclaims, cross-claims, and/or third party claims asserted in 
the action or consolidated action below, even if not at issue on 
appeal 

• Any other order challenged on appeal 
• Notices of Entry for each attached order 
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VERIFICATION 

I declare under penalty of perjury that I have read this docketing 
statement, that the information provided in this docketing statement is true 
and complete to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief, and 
that I have attached all required documents to this docketing statement. 

PEGGY CAIN, JEFFREY CAIN, and 
HELl OPS INTERNATIONAL, LLC 
Name of Appellant 

Marc~/. 2016 
Date 

Nevada, Carson City 
State and county where signed 

PEGGY CAIN, JEFFREY CAIN, and 
HELl OPS INTERNATIONAL, LLC 
Name of Appellant 

March l I, 2016 
Date 

Nevada, Washoe County 
State and county where signed 

Michael L. Matuska 
Name of Counsel ofRecord 

MICHAEL L. MATUSKA, ESQ. "' 

Robert L. Eisenberg 
Name of Counsel ofRecord 

Uuf/.~ 
ROBERT L. EISENBERG~Q. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certifY that on the ,..(.Z0£y of March 2016, I served a copy of this 

completed docketing statement upon all counsel of record: 

o By personally serving it upon him/her; or 

• By mailing it by first class mail with sufficient postage prepaid to 
the following address( es ): (NOTE: If all names and addresses cannot fit 
below, please list names below and attach a separate sheet with the 
addresses.) 

Richard A. Oshinski, Esq. 
Mark Forsberg, Esq. 

Oshinski & Forsberg Ltd. 
504 East Musser Street, §uite 302 

Carson City NV 89701 

Attorneys for Respondents Richard Price and 
Mickey Shackelford 

(l~ 
Dated this ZJ. day of March 2016. 

1:\Client Files\Litigation\Heli Ops\Appeal 2\Docketing Stmt.doc 
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THE NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF NEVADA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DOUGLAS 

PEGGY CAIN. an indi\:idual: JEFFREY CAIN. 
an individual; and HELl OPS 
INTERNATIONAL. LI.C. an Ore~on limited 
liability company. 

Plaintiffs. 

v . 

D.R. RAWSON. an individual; 
C4 WORLDWIDE. INC .• a Nevada corporation: 
RICHARD PRICE. an individual; JOE BAKER. 
an individual; MICKEY SHACKELFORD. 
an individual: MICHAEL K. KAVANAGH. 
an individual: JEFFREY EDWARDS. 
an individual; and OOES I through 10. inclusi\·C. 

Defendants. 

THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT 
(BREACH OF CONTRAcr, FRAUD, 

NEGLIGENCE, CIVIL CONSPIRACY, 
CONVERSION, CONSTRUCfiVE TRUST, 
INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH 

CONTRACTUAL ADVANTAGE) 

COME NOW Plaintiffs. PEGGY CAIN, JEFFREY CAIN, and HELl OPS 

INTERNATIONAL. LLC. ("Plaintiffs''). by and through their cmmsel of record. 

Michael L. Matuska. Matuska Law Offices. ltd., and hereby allege. aver, and complain as 

follows: 

I. 
PARTIES 

1. Plaintiffs Peggy Cain and Jeffrey Cain (collectively the ··cains") are now and at all 

times mentioned herein were residents of Douglas County, Nevada. 

Ill 
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-
2. Plaintiff Heli Ops International. LLC ( .. Heli Ops'') is now and at all times 

.., 
mentioned herein was an Oregon limited liability company. duly organized and existing under the 

3 laws of the state of Oregon. 

4 
3. Defendant C4 Worldwide. Inc. ("'C4,.) is now and at all times mentioned herein was 

5 

6 
a Nevada corporation. duly organized and existing under the laws of the state of Nevada. which 

7 
has contractually consented to jurisdiction and venue in Douglas County. Nevada. 

8 4. D.R. Rawson ( .. Rawson") is now and at all times mentioned herein was a resident 

9 of Orange County. California, who has contractually consented to jurisdiction and venue in 

10 Douglas County. Nevada. 
Q 
i-: 11 -: .. 
~J- 12 '"''E E i· ~ ,,.. 

13 0~';, 
if; ! -"..; 
...rrt ;.,W, 

14 ~ .• ~ j:: 
-c:"': -
~:· 
:~:-- 15 ..... -.. 

5. Defendant Richard Price ("'Price") is now and at all times mentioned herein was a 

resident of Travis County. Texas. 

6. Defendant Joe Baker ( .. Baker") is now and at all times mentioned herein was a 

resident of Williamson County. Texas. 
... 
"'( - 16 ,. 7. Defendant Mickey Shackelford ("'Shackelford'') is now and at all times mentioned 

17 herein was a resident of Tulsa County. Oklahoma. 

18 8. Defendant Michael K. Kavanagh ( .. Kavanagh'') is now and at all times mentioned 

19 
herein was a resident of Riverside County. California. 

20 
9. Defendant Jeffrey Edwards ( .. Edwards") is now and at all times mentioned herein 

21 

.,., was a resident of Clay County. Florida . 

., ... 
_J 10. The aforementioned individuals are now and at all times referenced herein were 

24 officers and/or directors of C4. 

25 I I. The true names or capacities. whether individual, corporate, associate or otherwise, 

26 
of the defendants sued herein as Does I through I 0, inclusive. are unknown to Plaintiffs, who are 

27 
informed and believe. and thereon allege. that each of these fictitiously named defendants is in 

28 
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-
some way liable to Plaintiffs on the causes of action below, and therefore sues these Defendants 

2 by such fictitious names. Plaintiffs will move to amend this Complaint and insen the true names 

3 and capacities of said fictitiously named defendants when the san;)e have been ascertained. 

4 
12. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereon allege, that at all times herein 

5 

6 
mentioned. each actually and fictitiously named defendant was the principal, agent, co-venturer. 

7 
panner. surety. guarantor. officer. director. and/or employee of each co-defendant and in doing the 

8 things herein alleged was acting within the scope of authority and with the permission of each co-

9 defendant or took some part in the acts and omissions hereinafter set forth. and by reason thereof 

10 each said defendant is liable to Plaintiffs for the relief prayed herein. 
c 
i-: 11 -:. II. , .. 
~o.:•- 12 ~::It 

;:~'= . ,~ 
13 0;,':$_ 

~. , . ..; 
<I(!.. .. ;.-

14 ...: • It "'(-: -
~"· .,. ! .... 15 .. .., 
~ ... 
~ 

BACKGROUND TO CLAIMS 

13. In approximately November 2009. Defendants induced the Cains, through their 

businc:ss Heli Ops. to loan One Million Dollars ($1.000.000) to C4 for the purpose of enabling C4 

to acquire Collateralized Mortgage Obligations (''CMOs") with the loan proceeds. - 16 , 
14. Based on the inducement. Heli Ops loaned C4 One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) 

17 

18 
pursuant to the terms of a Joint Venture Agreement and Promissory Note that obligated C4 to 

19 repay Heli Ops Twenty Million Dollars ($20.000,000) no later than sixty (60) days from the date 

20 of the loan. The payment was sent from the Heli Ops principal office in Nevada. 

21 15. C 4 defaulted in its obligations under the loan and has failed to repay any part of it. 

22 16. All of the individually named Defendants participated in commwlications with the 

23 
Plaintiffs regarding the investments that are the subject of this Complaint. and participated in the 

24 
inducement for Plaintiffs to make the loan. 

25 

26 17. By agreement dated February 28. 2010 (the "Settlement Agreement"), Rawson and 

27 C4 acknowledged their liability for the amounts due to Plaintiffs in the amount ofTwenty Million 

28 Dollars ($20.000.000). together with interest thereon at the rate of nine percent (90/o) per annum 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
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21 
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23 

24 

25 

:!b 

27 

28 

from December 31, 2009 until paid in full. A copy of the Settlement Agreement setting forth 

Rawson's and C4's acknowledgement ofliability is attached hereto as Exlribill. 

18. Under the Settlement Agreement. Rawson and C4 promised to pay Plaintiffs the 

total sum of Twenty Million Dollars ($20.000.000). plus all accumulated interest. no later than 

ninety (90) days from February 25. 2010. 

19. Under that same Settlement Agreement. Rawson and C4 agreed that any legal 

action would be filed in Douglas County, Nevada. 

20. Rawson and C4 have failed and refused to pay Plaintiffs the Twenty Million Dollar 

($20,000,000) obligation or any part thereof. 

Ill. 
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Bnacb of Contract) 

2 ·.. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference herein the allegations set forth in the preceding 

paragraphs as if those allegations were repeated in their entirety herein. 

22. Plaintiffs have satisfied all conditions precedent on their part, or such conditions 

have been waived or excused. under the February 28. 20 J 0 Settlement Agreement. 

23. Rawson and C4 have breached the Settlement Agreement by failing to pay the 

Twenty Millions Dollar ($20.000.000) obligation owed to Plaintiffs. or any part thereof. 

24. Pursuant to Section 4 of the Settlement Agreement. Plaintiffs are entitled to recover 

all attorney's fees, costs. and expenses incurred in pursuing this action . 

25. Plaintiffs are entitled to judgment against Rawson and C4 in the amount of Twenty 

Million Dollars ($20.000.000). plus interest at the rate of nine percent (90/o) per annum from 

December 31. 2009 until paid. 

26. At the time C4 and Rawson executed the Settlement Agreement. each of the 

individual Defendants knew or should have known that the Settlement Agreement was illusory in 

-4-
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27 

28 

-
that C4 was a mere shell corporation with no ability to repay the amounts owed, and Rawson had 

no intention of repaying the loan. 

2 7. Plamtiffs are informed and believe. and thereon allege. that at all times relevant 

herein C 4 was a mere sham and was organized and operated as the alter ego of the individual 

Defendants named herein for their personal benefit and advantage, in that the individual 

Defendants ha"·e at all times herein mentioned exercised total dominion and control over C4. The 

individual Defendants and C4 have so intermingled their personal and financial affairs that C4 

was, and is. the alter ego of the individual Defendants. and should be disregarded. By reason of 

the failure of C 4. each individual Delendant should be and is liable to Plaintiff for the relief prayed 

for herein. 

28. Plaintiffs are funher informed and believe and on that basis allege that C4 was 

created for the sole: pWJK>SC of transacting business with the Plaintiffs and does not conduct any 

other business; that C4 owns no assets other than assets described in this Complaint; that C4 was 

never funded or capilalized; and that the individually named defendants have comingled their 

personal finances with that of C 4 and disregarded the corporate entity by taking loans from C4 to 

pay per.;onaJ expenses. 

IV. 
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Fraud) 

29. PlaintitTs incorporate by reference herein the allegations set fonh in the preceding 

paragraphs as if those allegations were repeated in their entirety herein. 

30. All of the individually named Defendants created a false perception regarding C4 

and Rawson. including their experience. professionalism. and expenise in financial matters. 

31. Defendants. and each of them created this false perception in order obtain funds 

from Plaintiffs. 
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32. The inducement included in large part promotional materials and resumes of all of 

the individually named Defendants. including Rawson, Price. Baker. Shackelford, Kavanagh and 

Edwards. 

33. The Defendants knowingly allowed Rawson to misrepresent to Plaintiffs the 

intended use of the loaned funds. the likelihood of obtaining the dramatic returns necessary to 

satisfy the obligation to Plaintiffs. and his experience and capabilities in order to induce Plaintiffs 

to advance the loaned funds in the first place and to subsequently induce Plaintiffs to continue to 

defer taking legal action against Rawson and C4 thereafter. 

34. The Defendants knowingly allowed Rawson to further facilitate or allow the waste 

and improper disposition of the collateral acquired with the loaned funds. the CMOs. 

35. Plaintiffs reasonably relied on Defendants' representations and were unaware of 

their true intentions. 

36. Plaintiffs arc entitled to a judgment against the Defendants, and each of them. 

jointly and severally. in the amount of Twenty Millions Dollars ($20,000,000). plus interest at the 

rate of nine percent (CJO/o) per annum from December 31,2009 until paid in full. 

37. Plaintiffs are further entitled to an award of punitive and exemplary damages as a 

result of the Defendants' fraudulent conduct. 

v. 
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Ci,·il Conspiracy) 

38. Plainti1Ts incorporate by reference herein the allegations set forth in the preceding 

paragraphs as if those allegations were repeated in their entirety herein. 

39. Defendants Rawson. Baker, Price, Shackelford. Edwards. and Kavanagh conspired 

and kno~ingly participated in and/or lent their names to a fraudulent scheme to induce Plaintiffs 

to loan funds in the first instance. and then to defer from taking legal action thereafter. 
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40. Defendants Rawson. Baker. Price, Shackelford. Edwards. and Kavanagh are fully 

liable to Plaintiffs in the amount of Twenty Millions Dollars ($20,000,000), plus interest at the 

rate of nine percent (9%) per annum from December 31. 2009 until paid in full. 

VI. 
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Negligen~e) 

41. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference herein the allegations set forth in the preceding 

paragraphs as if those allegations were repeated in their entirety herein. 

42. C4 and each of the individually named defendants. as officers and directors of C4, 

owed a duty of care to creditors and co-venturers of C4. including Plaintiffs. 

43. If and to the extent any of the named Defendants did not panicipate in the 

transactions alleged herein. then they breached their legal duty as officers and directors of C4 to 

monitor the business activities of C4 and the other individuals involved to prevent C4 from being 

used lor improper purposes and to prevent damage to Plaintiffs . 

44. As a result of the foregoing wrongful conduct of the Defendants, and each of them. 

Plaintiffs have been damaged in an amount to be proved at trial in excess of$10,000. 

VII. 
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Conversion) 

45. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference herein the allegations set forth in the preceding 

paragraphs as if those allegations were repeated in their entirety herein. 

Ill 

Ill 

46. The Joint Venture Agreement provided in pertinent part: 

4.04 JVP Compensation. The first twenty million USD 
($20.000.000) received from the proceeds and profits leveraging the 
CMOs in international trade will go to the JVP on a priority basis prior to 
any disbursements to C 4 WW. 
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10.01 Books and Records. The Joint Venture shall keep adequate 
books and records at its place of business, setting forth a true and correct 
account of all business uansactions arising out of and in connection with 
the conduct of the joint venture. 

10.02 Joint bank account. The funds loaned to C4WW will be 
held in a separate checking account from all other C4WW funds. The NP 
and C4WW will jointly own a bank account where the proceeds of the 
loan \\ill be held. used and administered as detennined by this Agreement. 
Pursuant to 5.01 above. C4WW will administer and control the joint 
checking account. 

10.03 Proof of Funds. All monies received from the JVP as a 
loan to C4WW shall be kept in a separate checking account from all other 
C4WW funds. see 10.02 above. The JVP will be able to view the account 
balance online via the internet at any time from any internet and computer 
enabled location. 

47. In addition to the foregoing. Defendants promised and agreed on multiple 

occasions to surrender C4's interest in the CMOs to the Plaintiffs. 

48. In contravention of the foregoing. the funds loaned to C4 were not placed in a 

checking account separate from all other (4 funds. but rather, were placed in C4's Wells Fargo 

checking account no. xxxxxx 177 from where over $400,000 of the funds were diverted as 

payments or loans to the individual defendants. 

49. The CMOs earned dividends (interest payments) of approximately $17,000 per 

month. 

· 50. Also in contravention of the foregoing, the dividends were not paid to the Plaintiffs. 

but rather were diverted for the benefit of the Defendants. 

51. Also in contravention of the foregoing. Defendants entered into various agreements 

to pool. transfer and sell the CMOs without approval or consent of the Plaintiffs. 

52. The foregoing acts constitute a distinct exercise of dominion and control by the 

Defendants. and each of them. over Plaintiffs· CMOs and other funds and money belonging to the 

Plaintiffs. 
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53. Defendants' acts of dominion and control are in denial of and inconsistent with 

Plaintiffs title and rights to the amount loaned to C4, the CMOs and the proceeds derived 

therefrom. 

54. Defendants· acts of dominion and control are in derogation. exclusion and defiance 

of Plaintiffs· title and rights. 

55. Plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment against the Defendants. and each of them, 

jointly and severally. in the amount of Twenty Millions Dollars ($20,000,000), plus interest at the 

rate of nine percent (90/o) per annum from December 31, 2009 Wltil paid in full. 

56. Plaintiffs are funher entitled to an award of punitive and exemplary damages as a 

result of the Defendants· fraudulent conduct. 

VIII. 
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Constructive Trust) 

57. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference herein the allegations set forth in the preceding 

paragraphs as if those allegations were repeated in their entirety herein. 

58. A confidential and/or fiduciary relationship existed between the Plaintiffs and the 

Defendants. 

59. The retention by the Defendants of any of the CMOs, amounts diverted from the 

Plaintiffs' loan or dividends due to the Plaintiffs. and/or any proceeds derived therefrom, would be 

inequitable. 

60. The imposition of an actual and/or constructive trust is therefore essential to the 

effectuation of justice. 

IX. 
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(lntentionallaterferen~e with Contractual Relations) 

61. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference herein the allegations set forth in the preceding 

-9-



paragraphs as if those allegations were repeated in their entirety herein . 

., 
6:2. The Joint Venture Agreement is a valid contract. 

.. 

.) 63. Defendants. and each of them. knc'' of the Joint Venture Agreement. 

-4 
64. De1cndants committed intentional acts. as described above. intended to or designed 

5 

6 
to disrupt the Joint Venture Agreement. 

7 
65. There was an actual disruption of the Joint Venture Agreement. 

8 66. PlaintifTs sustained damages as a result of the disruption of the Joint Venture 

q Agreement in an amount in excess of $10.000. 

10 WIIEREFORE. J>laintifl's Pcgg~ Cain. Jeffre~ C'ain. and Heli Ops pray for judgment 
Q 
t-: I I 
-:"' "- .. ... - 12 ..,,, 
iA: l c lo. . ::1 
,.. "!"' .... 13 ;7.j! 
~ L . .;; 

14 .. I ... - ,._ 
... -

~· 
:.:~· 
~-- 15 ... -... 

against Det~ndants as tollo,,s: 

I. For compensator~ damages against all Defendants. jointly and severally. in the 

amount of $20.000.000. together with interest at the rate of nine percent (90/o) per annum from 

December 31. 2C)()l) until paid in full. 
~ 
~ 
; 16 3. For puniti\'c damages against all Defendants in an amount to be determined at trial 

17 due to the fraudulent conduct dcscri~d elsewhere in the Complaint. 

18 4. for the imposition of an actual and/or constructive trust. 

)l) 
5. For the cost of suit and attorney"s tees. 

20 
6. For such other and further relief as the Court deems _just in the premises. 

21 
.,., 
.,~ _ _, 

Respectfull) suhny.ued . 

Dated this $ D _day of March :!015 . 

24 

25 

26 

MATliSKA LA~~ ICES, L;J'D. 

/_~_.~ ~--·~/--4--+/' --
MICHAEL L. MATUSKA. S 711 
1775) 350-7220 

27 (775) 350-72:!2 (Fax) 
Attorneys tor Plaintitl's 

~8 
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('t:RJU:ICATF. OF SERVICE 

Pursuant hi 'RCP :\( nt l~.:"·rtil~ that I am <Ill ~mploycc of \t1atuska Law Offices. Ltd .• and 

th. 
that nn th~o.· :!:fJ Ja~ of \hm.:h 201 :'. I S\..'T\1..'0 .a tru"· and cnm:ct copy of the preceding document 

\tich~ll\.. Johnsun. 1-.~ . 
Rollston. l knJcrson. ('ra~h 8:. Jnhns,m. l.td. 
P.( ). Rox 4M4X 
Stateline.• :'\\' ~''4·N-..JK4K 

Jetlrc' EJ\\ard~ 
595 (.:hi\ as CllUrt 

Orange Par"- Fl .l~Cl7~ 

Richard A. Oshinski. Esq. 
\tark Forshcn.!.. Esq. 

· ( )shinski & F<;rsbc:rg. Ltd. 
:\()4 I .. \;fusser Street. Suite 302 
('Jrson City :'\V 89701 

.-\ttum~' li.lr Defendants Richard Price and 1 

\1id:c~ ·shackdti.ud 
_, .. --· ·- --· -- ·--- -- -----------' 

I X I 8\ l .s. \1:\11.: I dcj)(1sitc:J li.1r mailing in the l initcd States mail. ""ith postage fully 

prepaid. an cmd(lfl': ,,nttaining th\.' ~thnh··idcntili\.'d Jucumcn((s} at Carson City. Nevada. in the 

ordinar~ course nf husincs~. 

I I 8\ PERSO,Al. Sf.R\'Ic•:: I pcrstlnall~ ddin:rcd the abow·identified document(s) 

I BY FACSI\tll.E: 

IB\ .~EJ)f.RAL. EXPRESS 0:\E·UA Y I>EUVF.RY. 
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1 Case No. 11-CV-0296 

2 Dept. No. I I 

3 

4 

5 

RECEIVED 
FEB -5 2016 

Douglas County 
District Court Clerk 2016 FEB -5 PH 3: 53 

6 IN THE NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

7 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DOUGLAS 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

PEGGY CAIN, an individual; 
JEFFREY CAIN, an individual; 
and HELI OPS INTERNATIONAL, 
LLC, an Oregon limited 
liability company, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

DR RAWSON, an individual; C4 
WORLDWIDE, INC., a Nevada 
corporation; RICHARD PRICE, an 
individual; JOE BAKER, an 
individual; MICKEY 
SHACKELFORD, an individual; 
MICHAEL K. KAVANAGH, an 
individual; JEFFREY EDWARDS, 
an individual; and DOES 1-10, 
inclusive, 

Defendants. 

ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY'S FEES 
TO DEPENDANTS PRICE AND 

SHACKELFORD 

21 THIS MATTER comes before the Court on Defendants' Price and 

22 Shackelford's Motion for Attorney's Fees filed on November 25, 

23 2015. The motion is ripe for consideration. 

24 This litigation regards a joint venture agreement between 

25 Heli Ops International and C4 Worldwide and a subsequently 

26 entered into settlement agreement . Plaintiffs have been at 

27 liberty over the course of the past four years to di rect t he ir 

THOM.U W. GRE~ 
DIS11UCT .RIDGI 
NINTII J\IDIC'IAL 
DISTRICT COURT 

lawsuit. Plaintiffs have secured $20,000,000 in default 

1 
P.O. IIOX :ua 
'HN.NVIHU 



1 judgments against C4 Worldwide, Inc., and individual defendants 

2 DR Rawson, Michael Kavanagh, Joe Baker and Jeffrey Edwards 

3 premised upon the settlement agreement. Price and Shackelford, 

4 directors/officers of C4, are the only remaining Defendants. 

5 Findings of Fact and Conc~usions of Law 

6 Heli Ops International, LLC ("Heli Ops"), is an Oregon 

7 corporation for which Jeffrey Cain is a member. Peggy Cain is 

8 married to Jeffrey Cain. C4 Worldwide, Inc. ( "C4") is a Nevada 

9 Corporation whose officers/directors include DR Rawson, Richard 

10 Price, Mickey Shackelford, Michael Kavanagh, Joe Baker, and, 

11 allegedly, Jeffrey Edwards. 

12 On November 29, 2009, Heli Ops entered into a joint venture 

13 agreement ("JVA") with C4. The JVA required Heli Ops to loan C4 

14 $1,000,000 USD. The funds were to be used by C4 as the capital 

15 to acquire and then leverage Collateralized Mortgage Obligations 

16 ("CMO") with a face value of "up to $1,000,000,000 USD . " 

17 Under the JVA, C4 was to have a 51% ownership interest in 

18 the CMO's and Heli Ops a 49% ownership interest. The JVA 

19 designated that the first $20,000,000 in profits obtained from 

20 leveraging the CMO's in international trade would go to Heli Ops. 

21 If that occurred, Heli Ops was to transfer its ownership interest 

22 in the CMO's to C4, making C4 the sole owner of the CMO's and 

23 entitled to all further profits. The "objective" of the JVA was 

24 to "gain $40,000,000 USD or more from the results thereof" for 

25 the parties to the JVA. 

26 On the same day the JVA was entered into, and in conjunction 

27 therewith, C4 and Heli Ops executed a Promissory Note and 

THOMASW.G~ Security Interest in the CMO {"Promissory Note"). The Promissory 
DISTRICT ltiiiGI 
NIN11I JUDICIAL 
DISTIUCT covaT 

P.O.IOXZII 
MINDEN, NV 1MZJ 
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1 Note indicates a loan amount of $1,000,000 USD from Heli Ops to 

2 C4 with a loan period of two months. The Promissory Note calls 

3 for C4 to pay Heli Ops $20,000,000 "as per the terms of the Joint 

4 Venture Agreement between the parties executed on November 29, 

5 2009." Further, "the full repayment per the above schedule will 

6 end on the 30th of December, 2009." The CMO's were designated as 

7 collateral for the Promissory Note consistent with the ownership 

8 interests designated in the JVA. 

9 Heli Ops transferred $1,000,000 to C4. C4 purchased CMO's. 

10 C4 did not repay the $1,000,000 loan, nor did Heli Ops receive 

11 from C4 any profits from the CMO's. 

12 On March 1, 2010, a document entitled Settlement Agreement 

13 and Release of All Claims ("SA") was executed by Heli Ops and C4 

14 with Jeffrey Cain, Peggy Cain and DR Rawson joining in their 

15 individual capacities. Price and Shackelford were not parties to 

16 the SA. 

17 The SA begins with the following statement of intent: 

18 WHEREAS the Parties are each desiring to resolve issues 
having to do with C4 WorldWide's unpaid financial 

19 obligations arising out of the Promissory Note and 
Security Interest in the CMO Securities dated November 

20 29, 2009 and upon signing this Agreement intend to 
cease further collection efforts, including but not 

21 limited to the filing of any litigation and the Cains 
further stipulate and agree that they will file no 

22 complaint(s) or the like with either the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and/or the Department of Justice of 

23 any state. 

24 To the extent not modified herein, the Promissory Note 
and Security Interest in the CMO securities remains in 

25 full force and effect. 

26 WHEREAS, each party desires to settle all the claims, 
fully and finally without admission of liability; ... 

27 

TIIOMASW.G~ 
DISTRICT IVDG& 
NINTH JtiDIC14L 
DISTRICT CCM1IlT 

P.O. IM)X211 
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Section 1 of the SA, entitled "CONSIDERATION" states in 
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1 relevant part: 

2 1.1 In consideration of the Releases set forth below in 
Section 2 and the other terms set for herein, C4 

3 WorldWide stipulates that it owes the Cains Twenty 
Million USD ($20,000,000) and that said amount was due 

4 on December 29, 2009 and remains unpaid. C4 WorldWide 
acknowledges its obligation to pay and agrees to pay 

5 the sum of $20,000,000, plus all accumulated interest, 
to Cains no later than 90 days from February 25, 

6 2010 ... 

7 Consistent with the JVA, section 1.2 requires that C4 assign 

8 a 49% interest in the CMO's to the Cains. Upon payment of the 

9 $20,000,000 plus interest, the SA and JVA require the Cains to 

10 transfer their 49% ownership interest in the CMO's back to C4. 

11 Section 2 of the SA, entitled "RELEASE" states in relevant 

12 part: 

13 2.1 The Cains ... and all other affiliated persons, firms 
or corporations, hereby fully and forever releases and 

14 discharges C4 WorldWide, from any and all claims that 
exist arising out of C4 WorldWide's financial 

15 misfortunes and resultant inability to timely pay the 
Promissory Note and Security Interest in CMO Securities 

16 dated November 29, 2009 (a true and correct copy of 
which is attached hereto as Exhibit A and is 

17 incorporated herein by reference). Such release covers 
the Cains ... hereby fully and forever release and 

18 discharge C4 WorldWide, it successors, predecessors, 
parents, assigns, agents, employees, officers, 

19 directors, insurers, and all other affiliated persons, 
firms or corporations, of and from any and all past, 

20 present and future claims, demands, obligations, causes 
of action for damages of any kind, known and unknown, 

21 the basis of which now exist or hereafter may become 
manifest that are directly or indirectly related to the 

22 facts in any of the claims of any kind asserted against 
or which could have been asserted in any of the claims. 

23 

24 Section 3 of the SA, entitled "EXPRESS ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, 

25 REPRESENTATIONS, AND WARRANTIES" states in relevant part: 

26 3.1 The parties expressly acknowledge and agree that 
the Release set forth is Section 2 is a general release 

27 of the matters described above. 

1110MASW.G~ 
DISTRICT IUDGil 
N1NTII JUDICIAL 
DISI'ItKT COURT 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

3.3 The parties expressly acknowledge and agree that 
the purpose and effect of this Agreement is to fully 
and forever resolve all issues relating to claims 
arising out of and which could be asserted in this case 
and that no party will pursue the other for anything 
relating in any way to the claims being released. 

3.4 The parties expressly acknowledge and agree that 
the terms of this Agreement are contractual in nature 
and not merely a recital. 

7 C4 did not pay Heli Ops or the Cains $20,000,000 under the 

8 SA nor did they transfer a 49% interest in the CMO's to Heli 

9 Ops/Cains. Heli Ops/Cains ("PlaintiffsH) filed this lawsuit on 

10 September 14, 2011. The case started out with seven named 

11 defendants: C4; DR Rawson ("Rawsonu); Michael Kavanagh 

12 ("Kavanaghu); Jeffrey Edwards ("Edwardsu); Joe Baker ("BakerH); 

13 Mickey Shackelford ("Shackelfordu); and Richard Price ("PriceH). 

14 Over the next four years the landscape of the case shifted 

15 through four different complaints and many motions. The 

16 Plaintiffs obtained default judgments against C4, Rawson, 

17 Kavanagh and Edwards for $20,000,000 under the SA. 

18 On July 28, 2015, the Court granted partial judgment on the 

19 pleadings in favor of Baker, Price and Shackelford. The Court 

20 held that given the release provision of the SA, Plaintiffs 

21 cannot, as a matter of law, enforce the SA against Price and 

22 Shackelford, non-party beneficiaries to the SA. However, based 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

TIIOMASW.C~ 
DISTIUCT .lliDGI 
NINTH .ftiDIC'L\L 
DISTRICT COUIIT 
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upon limited language in the TAC wherein Plaintiffs seemingly 

contest the validity of the SA, the Court stated: 

As already indicated, the allegation in the TAC that the 
Settlement Agreement was illusory could form the basis to 
set aside the Settlement Agreement in its entirety, 
including the Release. In which case, Plaintiffs could 
pursue personal liability under the Joint Venture Agreement 
on the theory of alter ego. Material issues of fact thus 
exists that prevent a determination with respect to the 

5 



1 enforceability of the Release on those portions of the 
remaining claims for Relief relating to the Joint Venture 

2 Agreement. 

3 Order Granting in Part Defendant Joe Baker's Motion for Judgment 

4 on the Pleadings and Denying Plaintiff's Cross-Motion for 

5 Judgment on the Pleadings, p. 12, lines 5-14, filed July 28, 

6 2015. 

7 Subsequent to the July 28, 2015, Order, Baker was dismissed 

8 out of the case at the joint request of Plaintiffs and Baker, 

9 leaving Price and Shackelford as the only remaining Defendants. 

10 Price and Shackelford moved for summary judgment on the basis 

11 that Plaintiffs should be precluded from seeking recision of the 

12 SA and its sweeping release provision. 

13 In opposing the motion, Plaintiffs finally, after four years 

14 of litigation, made it clear that they never intended to seek 

15 recision of the SA. Specifically, Plaintiffs stated, "Recision 

16 does not apply to this case, as Baker has never offered to 

17 restore the Cain's to their former position. Hence, the 

18 Settlement Agreement cannot be rescinded and the correct course 

19 of action was for the Cains to sue for money damages, which they 

20 have done." Plaintiffs' Opposition, page 6, lines 17-21. 

21 This clarification by Plaintiffs removed the material issue 

22 that had previously deterred the Court from granting complete 

23 judgment on the pleadings in favor of Price, Shackelford and 

24 Baker. It also meant that all remaining parties, Plaintiffs 

25 included, acknowledged the validity of the SA. 

26 This led the Court to conclude, "as a matter of law, from 

27 the clear and unambiguous terms of the Settlement Agreement and 

THOM.ASW.G~ Release of All Claims, that Plaintiffs bargained for the 
DIS11UCT JIIDCa 
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1 liability of C4 and Rawson to the tune of $20,000,000 plus 

2 interest in return for the general and sweeping release of the 

3 likes of Price and Shackelford, non-parties to the JVA. The 

4 release preempts all of the claims in Plaintiffs' TAC against 

5 Price and Shackelford. Construing the SA in such a manner is 

6 consistent with the clear and unambiguous terms of the SA, and 

7 requires no inferences or reading into of terms." November 2015 

8 Order Granting Summary Judgement. 

9 Through the Court's July 28, 2015, Order Granting Partial 

10 Summary Judgment and November 5, 2015, Order Granting Summary 

11 Judgment, Price and Shackelford became "prevailing parties" 

12 pursuant to NRS 18.010. MB America, Inc., v. Alaska Pacific 

13 Leasing Co., 132 Nev.Adv.Op. 8, (February 4, 2016). Price and 

14 Shackelford now request attorney's fees under three different 

15 theories: (1) Attorney's fees as a condition of the SA; (2) NRCP 

16 68 and NRS 17.115; and (3) NRS 18.010(2) (b). Because the Court 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 
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exercises its discretions to award of attorney's fees to Price 

and Shackelford pursuant to NRS 18.010(2) (b), the Court does not 

reach the merits of the remaining alternative theories. 

NRS 18.010 (2) (b) 

A court has discretion to allow attorney's fees to a 

prevailing party: 

Without regard to the recovery sought, when the court 
finds that the claim ... of the opposing party was 
brought or maintained without reasonable grounds or to 
harass the prevailing party. The court shall liberally 
construe the provisions of this paragraph in favor of 
awarding attorney's fees in all appropriate situations. 
It is the intent of the Legislature that the court 
award fees pursuant to this paragraph ... in all 
appropriate situations ... 

NRS 18.010(2) (b). 

7 



1 The Court does not fault Plaintiffs, who were not paid under 

2 either the JVA or the SA, for seeking legal recourse. That 

3 Plaintiffs achieved success against many of the Defendants 

4 demonstrates legitimacy of their dispute and general good faith. 

5 Through the current motion, however, the Court is tasked with 

6 reviewing Plaintiffs action as it relates specifically to 

7 prevailing Defendants Price and Shackelford. 

8 Like all plaintiffs, Plaintiffs herein were at liberty to 

9 craft their lawsuit in the sense of what theories to raise and 

10 against whom to raise them. In so doing, Plaintiffs were aware 

11 of and party to the operative documents, i.e., the JVA and SA, 

12 the material terms of which this Court has found to be clear and 

13 unambiguous. Plaintiffs attached the SA to the TAC. 

14 Amongst the decisions for Plaintiffs to make in crafting 

15 their lawsuit, was whether to seek relief pursuant to the SA 

16 ($20,000,000 generally), the JVA ($1,000,000 generally), or both. 

17 In so deciding, the SA provided clear and unambiguous notice to 

18 Plaintiffs that if the SA was deemed to be valid and enforceable, 

19 the tremendous upside to Plaintiffs ($20,000,000 liability for C4 

20 and Rawson), came at the cost of releasing Price and Shackelford. 

21 Of course, Plaintiffs also controlled who to name as 

22 defendants. In all versions of Plaintiff's Complaint, through 

23 and including the TAC, Plaintiffs made claims against C4 as well 

24 as C4's directors/officers in their individual capacities, 

25 including Price and Shackelford. 

26 Plaintiffs' TAC was equivocal regarding whether Plaintiffs's 

27 were arguing for or aga i nst the val i di t y of the SA. For 

TIIOMAS W. GU:~ 
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instance, Plaintiffs claimed that the SA had been breached by 
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1 Defendants while also claiming that the SA was illusory. 

2 Recognizing and respecting Plaintiffs' discretion to frame 

3 their case and raise various and alternative claims for relief, 

4 Plaintiffs were given every opportunity by the Court over four 

5 years of litigation to drive their case. During that time, 

6 Plaintiffs generally focused on the big prize, that being C4's 

7 $20,000,000 obligation, but did not disavow or retract their 

8 claim that the SA was illusory nor withdraw their claims against 

9 Price and Shackelford (even after Plaintiffs were successful in 

10 enforcing the SA against C4 and Rawson) . 

11 While Plaintiffs' pursuit of damages against C4 and Rawson 

12 under the SA was not surprising or unreasonable, the same cannot 

13 be said of Plaintiffs' pursuit of Price and Shackelford under the 

14 SA. Plaintiffs maintained that Price and Shackelford were liable 

15 to Plaintiffs for $20,000,000 under the SA, even though Price and 

16 Shackelford were not parties to the SA and were clearly the 

17 beneficiary of the SA's release. 

18 In essence, Plaintiffs sought to enforce the aspects of the 

19 SA beneficial to Plaintiffs, $20,000,000, while ignoring the 

20 required release. This prompted the Court's July 28, 2015, Order 

21 wherein the Court stated the obvious: As a matter of law, Price 

22 and Shackelford cannot be held liable under the SA as they were 

23 not parties to the SA but were beneficiaries of its clear and 

24 unambiguous release provision. 

25 The Court left unaffected Plaintiffs ability to claim that 

26 the SA was subject to rescission or was otherwise unenforceable, 

27 thereby voiding the release of Price and Shackelford. In 

I'IIOMASW.G~ responding to Price and Shackelford's Motion for Summary 
DIS'nKT .RIDGI: 
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1 Judgment, however, Plaintiffs finally, after four years of 

2 litigation, made it patently clear that they have no desire to 

3 void the SA (not surprising since doing so would frustrate 

4 Plaintiffs' pursuit of the attenuate $20,000,000 obligation of C4 

5 and Rawson). 

6 Remarkably, however, Plaintiffs never released Price and 

7 Shackelford from the lawsuit nor did Plaintiffs amend the TAC to 

8 remove the claim that the SA was illusory. Plaintiffs' position 

9 prompted the Court's November 2015 Order Granting Summary 

10 Judgment wherein the Court, once again, stated the obvious: As a 

11 matter of law, if the SA is valid and enforceable, Price and 

12 Shackelford must be released from all claims. 

13 It is now clear to the Court that Plaintiffs never intended 

14 to argue, as an alternative theory or otherwise, against the 

15 enforceability of the SA despite language in the TAC (and prior 

16 versions of the Complaint) to the contrary and despite 

17 Plaintiffs' pursuit of Price and Shackelford. Rather, Plaintiffs 

18 always insisted that they should reap the benefits of the SA 

19 while being impervious to the required release of Price and 

20 Shackelford. Plaintiffs' position was unreasonable from the 

21 inception of the lawsuit through the granting of summary 

22 judgment. 

23 Accordingly, given the clarity of the release provision of 

24 the SA, as well as its other material terms, the Court finds that 

25 Plaintiffs' claims against Price and Shackelford were brought and 

26 maintained without reasonable ground. NRS 18.010(2) (b). That 

27 Plaintiffs never produced evidence that Price or Shackelford made 

I'JIOMASW.G~ 
DISTIUCT llJDGK 
NII'CTB .RIDIC1AL 
DISTIUCT COliiiT 

P.O.IIOX Zll 
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a false representation or suppressed a material fact which in 
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1 turn induced Plaintiffs to enter into either the JVA or the SA, a 

2 point admitted to by Jeffrey Cain in his deposition, only 

3 bolsters this finding. 

4 The Court pays heed to the clearly stated legislative intent 

5 regarding awarding attorney's fees in such circumstances, and 

6 exercises its discretion to award Price and Shackelford 

7 reasonable attorney's fees. In analyzing the reasonableness of 

8 the requested fees, the Court has considered the following 

9 factors without giving any singular factor undue weight: (1) The 

10 qualities of the advocate; (2) The character of the work done; 

11 (3) The work actually performed by the lawyer; and (4) The result 

12 obtained. Brunzell v. Golden Gate National Bank, 85 Nev. 345, 

13 349-350, 455 P.2d 31 (1969). 

14 Price and Shackelford jointly retained Oshinski & Forsberg, 

15 Ltd, to represent them in this matter. Price and Shackelford 

16 have provided sufficient proof that they incurred legal fees in 

17 defending this action through summary judgment at a rate of 

18 $350.00 per hour for a total of $95,843.56. 

19 The Court finds that the rate per hour of legal services 

20 charged by Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd., $350, is reasonable 

21 considering the experience of counsel, the nature of the case, 

22 Mr. Forsberg's averment that the rate is within the range of fees 

23 charged by other attorneys in the community and the Court's 

24 knowledge of the same. 

25 The Court finds that the amount of hours spent by Oshinski & 

26 Forsberg, Ltd., in defending this matter through summary 

27 judgement was likewise reasonable. Four years of litigation at a 

THOMASW.G~ 
DISTIUCT Jt/DGI 
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DISTRICT COORT 
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1 each), is not unreasonable, particularly considering how hard 

2 this case was fought and the number and complexity of motions 

3 both filed and opposed. 

4 That the result for Price and Shackelford could not have 

5 been better is a testament to the quality of work performed. 

6 Plaintiffs' contend that the attorney's fee award should be 

7 limited to time spent on the motion providing the ultimate 

8 result, i.e., the Motion for Summary Judgment, because the result 

9 achieved by Price and Shackelford could have been achieved 

10 earlier. While that argument may be taken and an acknowledgment 

11 by Plaintiffs that their maintenance of the lawsuit against Price 

12 and Shackelford was unreasonable in its inception, it it does not 

13 provide a compelling reason to reduce the award of attorney's 

14 fees. 

15 The Court does not find fault in the resilient and 

16 aggressive efforts of Price and Shackelford to defend against a 

17 $20,000,000 claim under an SA that they were not parties to that 

18 purported to grant them a complete release of liability. There 

19 is no indication that Price and Shackelford had clairvoyance at 

20 the beginning of the lawsuit regarding the granting of summary 

21 judgment and, knowing the same, maliciously dragged out the 

22 litigation for four years so as to increase the amount of money 

23 owed to counsel. It is Plaintiffs who chose to pursue Price and 

24 Shackelford for four years despite the SA's clear and unambiguous 

25 release provision. It is also Plaintiffs who chose, 

26 unreasonably, to reject reasonable offers of judgement even after 

27 they had successfully enforced the SA against C4 and Rawson. 

~~G~ Having weighed all of the Brunzell factors, the Court finds 
DISTRICT lt/DGI 

~~ 12 
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1 that Price and Shackelford's request for attorney's fees is 

2 reasonable as is the amount requested. The Court exercises its 

3 discretion to award the requested fees of $95,843.56. Good cause 

4 appearing, 

5 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants' Price and 

6 Shackelford's Motion for Attorney's Fees is GRANTED. Plaintiffs 

7 are ordered to pay Defendant Price and Shackelford's attorney's 

8 

9 

fees in the amount of $95,843.56 to Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd. 
?".( 

Dated this ~ day of February, 2016. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 Copies served by mail this 

15 Michael Matuska, Esq. 

s 

2310 South Carson Street, #6 
16 Carson City, Nevada 89701 

17 Richard A. Oshinski, Esq. 
Mark Forsberg, Esq. 

18 Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd. 
504 E. Musser Street, Suite 302 

19 Carson City, Nevada 89701 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 
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day of February, 2016, to: 
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Dept. No. II 2016 FEB I 0 AH 8: lt3 

IN THE NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF NEVADA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DOUGLAS 

PEGGY CAIN, an individual; JEFFREY CAIN, 
an individual; and HELl OPS 
INTERNATIONAL, LLC, an Oregon limited 
liability company, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

D.R. RAWSON, an individual; C4 
WORLDWIDE, INC., a Nevada corporation; 
RICHARD PRICE, an individual; JOE BAKER, 
an individual; MICKEY SHACKELFORD, an 
individual; MICHAEL K. KAVANAGH, an 
individual; JEFFREY EDWARDS, an 
individual; and DOES 1-10, inclusive, 

Defendants. _______________________________ / 

ORDER A WARDING 
DEFENDANTS PRICE AND 
SHACKELFORD'S COSTS 

AND DENYING PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION TO RET AX COSTS 

This matter is before the Court on Defendants Richard Price and Mickey Shackelford's Verified 

Memorandwn of Costs and Plaintiffs' Motion to Retax Costs. The Court has reviewed the motion, the 

24 opposition and reply thereto and finds as follows. 

25 Plaintiffs objected to the Verified Memorandwn of Costs, generally asserting that the 

26 Memorandwn did not comply with NRS 18.110 because it failed to sufficiently identify how the 

27 claimed costs were necessary to and incurred in the present action as required by the statute. Plaintiffs 

28 also asserted that Price and Shackelford were attempting to recover costs they did not incur or 
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alternatively were attempting to recover on behalf of former defendant Joe Baker, who was dismissed 

by stipulation of the Plaintiffs after reaching a settlement with Baker. 

In their Reply, Price and Shackelford cured any perceived deficiency in the Verified 

Memorandum of Costs. Counsel for Price and Shackelford submitted an affidavit establishing that his 

clients had agreed with Baker to share in the costs of depositions and the expert witness retained by the 

Defendants and that as a result of the agreement, Price, Shackelford and Baker each were responsible 

for one-third of the costs incurred for depositions and the expert. As a result of the agreement, Price 

and Shackelford together are responsible for two-thirds of the cost of depositions and one transcript of 

the depositions of Plaintiff Jeffrey Cain and witnesses Kerry Rucker, Dan Witt and William Parker and 

for two-thirds of the costs incurred to retain an expert witness, Arun Upadhyay, whose expert testimony 

was to be offered to address various issues and principles of corporate governance and to explain to the 

jury the legitimacy of collateralized mortgage obligations and how they are traded and tracked -- all 

issues central to the claims advanced by Plaintiffs in this case. 

Price and Shackelford also provided more detailed billing records documenting the amounts for 

which they were responsible pursuant to the agreement. Price and Shackelford seek only those costs 

for which they were obligated by their agreement with Baker. 

NRS 18.005 identifies costs that may be recovered by prevailing parties under NRS 18.020. 

The costs that may be recovered include the costs sought by Price and Shackelford. NRS 18.005 

identifies as costs at subsection (1) clerk's fees; (2) reporter's fees for depositions, including a reporter's 

fee for one copy of each deposition; (5) reasonable fees of not more than five expert witnesses in an 

amount of not more than $1 ,500 for each witness, unless the court allows a larger fee after determining 

that the circumstances surrounding the expert's testimony were of such necessity as to require the larger 

fee; and ( 15) reasonable costs for travel and lodging incurred taking depositions and conducting 

discovery. NRS 18.005(17) provides that "costs" also includes "any other reasonable and necessary 

expense incurred in connection with the action ... " 

NRS 18.020 provides that costs "must be allowed of course to the prevailing party against any 

adverse party against whom judgment is rendered, in the following cases: ... (3) In an action for the 

recovery of money or damages, where the plaintiff seeks to recover more than $2,500 ... " 
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Here, Price and Shackelford are the prevailing parties. This court held in its order granting 

summary judgment that the release executed by Plaintiffs was broad enough to reach all of the claims 

in the Third Amended Complaint. Plaintiffs thus could not succeed on any of their claims and Price 

and Shackelford prevailed as to each claim. The llrird Amended Complaint sought the recovery of 

money damages in excess of the $2,500 threshold set forth in the statute. Therefore, costs must be 

awarded "of course" to Price and Shackelford. 

Price and Shackelford have properly documented the costs that must be allowed in their 

Memorandum of Costs and in their Opposition to the Motion to Retax Costs by providing not only 

affidavits but bills from court reporters and the expert witness that establish their obligation to pay such 

costs. Therefore, they have met the statutory requirements and the mandate of the Nevada Supreme 

Court in Bobby Berosini, Ltd v. People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, 114 Nev. 1348 (1998) 

and Cadle Co. v. Woods & Ericlcson, LLP, 131 Nev. Adv. Op. 15 (2015). Price and Shackelford have 

established that awarding the costs set forth in their Memorandum of Costs are well within the discretion 

of this Court to award and are those authorized by NRS 18. 

In the exercise of its discretion, the Court also finds that the fee of the expert witness is justified 

under NRS 18.005(5), because the circumstances surrounding the expert's testimony were of such 

necessity as to require a fee in excess of $1 ,500. The claims in this case presented complicated issues 

of corporate governance involving whether some or all of the defendants were in such control of the 

corporation so as to allow piercing of the corporate veil, and it involved collateralized mortgage 

obligations, a form of financial investment far beyond the knowledge of a lay jury. The Court finds 

that the testimony of the expert was necessary to the defense of theories of liability raised in the Third 

Amended Complaint and in extensive motion practice. Therefore, the fee of $3,250 for the expert is 

justified under the circumstances. 

The remaining costs also were reasonable and permitted by the statute, either by express 

definition or as other reasonable and necessary expenses incurred in connection with the action as 

allowable under NRS 18.005. 

Therefore, it is the order of the Court that the costs in the amount of $7,729.20 properly 

documented in Price and Shackelford's Memorandum of Costs are awarded and shall be paid by 
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1 Plaintiffs to Price and Shackelford. Plaintiffs' Motion to Retax Costs is hereby denied. 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 

"'I,. ~" Dated this I" day of /Par"'_, 7 '2016. 

= ·~~~ TH't>MAS w. RY 
JUDGE OF DIS CT COURT 

Copies served by mail this JUday ofFebruary, 2016, to: 

Michael Matuska, Esq. 
231 0 South Carson Street, #6 
Carson City, Nevada 89701 

Richard A. Oshinski, Esq. 
Mark Forsberg, Esq. 
Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd. 
504 E. Musser Street, Suite 302 
Carson City, Nevada 89701 

~~ 
Vicki Barrett 
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Dept. No. II 

. . ' , I;) ... 

IN THE NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF NEVADA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DOUGLAS 

PEGGY CAIN, an individual~ JEFFREY CAIN, 
an individual; and HELl OPS 
INTERNATIONAL, LLC, an Oregon limited 
liability company, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

D.R. RAWSON, an individual; C4 
WORLDWIDE, INC., a Nevada corporation; 
RICHARD PRICE, an individual; JOE BAKER, 
an individual; MICKEY SHACKELFORD, an 
individual; MICHAEL K. KAVANAGH, an 
individual; JEFFREY EDWARDS, an 
individual~ and DOES 1-10, inclusive, 

Defendants. 

----------------------------------------~' 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
TO QUASH SUBPOENAS, FOR 

PROTECTIVE ORDER AND FOR 
SANCTIONS 

This matter is before the Court on a motion by Defendants Richard Price and Mickey 

Shackelford to quash subpoenas issued by Plaintiff's counsel after this Court dismissed this action in 

its entirety and after a notice of appeal of that dismissal was filed by Plaintiffs. The Court has 

considered the motion, the opposition and the reply and for the reasons set forth herein, the motion is 

granted. 

This Court entered its order granting summary judgment in favor of the only remaining 

defendants in this case, Richard Price and Mickey Shackelford, on November 5, 2015. Plaintiffs filed 
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a notice of appeal on November 30, 2015. On December 28, 2015 Plaintiffs' counsel, Michael L. 

Matuska, served Price and Shackelford and also a former defendant in the action, Joe Baker, with a 

Notice of Subpoena Duces Tecum to be served on two third-party banks, Wells Fargo at an address in 

Las Vegas, Nevada, and Bank of America at an address in Wilmington, Delaware. The Notice of 

Subpoena and the subpoenas bear the caption of this Court, including the case and department numbers, 

and were issued by Michael Matuska, Esq., counsel for Plaintiffs. The documents bear his electronic 

signature and Nevada Bar number. The Notice of Subpoena, but not the subpoenas themselves, also 

bear the name of a Texas attorney who is not licensed to practice law in the State of Nevada and has 

not appeared pro hac vice in this case pursuant to Nevada Supreme Court Rule 42. The subpoenas 

required that the requested documents be returned to the law office ofMr. Matuska, in care of a Texas 

company. 

Plaintiffs' counsel has conceded that these subpoenas were not issued in furtherance of 

execution on a default judgment against any party against whom a default judgment was entered and 

that the subpoenas are therefore not subject to the discovery provisions set forth in NRCP 69. Moreover, 

Plaintiffs did not move this Court for leave to conduct any post-judgment discovery allowed by NRCP 

27 to perpetuate testimony or seek this Court's order of the character provided for by NRCP 34, 

including the for the issuance of subpoenas duces tecum. 

The issuance of a subpoena, whether by the clerk of the court or an attorney acting as an officer 

of the court, invokes the power of the court to act in a matter pending before the court. NRCP 45(a)(B) 

requires that a subpoena state the title of the action, and the name of the court in which it is pending. 

NRCP 45(a)(3) permits an attorney, as an officer of the court, to issue a subpoena "on behalf of the 

court." Since this case has been dismissed, no action is pending before this Court and absent leave 

granted by the Court, an officer of the court, including counsel for Plaintiffs, cannot issue a subpoena 

invoking both the authority of the Court and purporting to act on its behalf. 

Moreover, except as authorized by NRCP 27 or 69, a district court is without jurisdiction to act 

on matters related to the merits of the case after dismissal. Emerson v. Eighlh Judicial Dist. Court, 127 

Nev. Adv. Op. 61 (2011), citing Jeep Corp. v. District Court, 98 Nev. 440 (1982). In addition, the 

filing of a notice of appeal removes the district court's jurisdiction to determine any matters involved 

2 



1 in the appeal. Fishman v. Las Vegas Sun, Inc., 75 Nev. 13 (1959). 

2 Emerson held that a district court lacks jurisdiction after dismissal to consider matters related to 

3 the merits of the case, but retains jurisdiction to consider collateral matters, and thus retains jurisdiction 

4 to impose sanctions for attorney misconduct that occurred prior to dismissal. The Court also has 

5 jurisdiction to consider motions for attorney's fees and other matters that have no bearing on the merits 

6 of an appeal or the underlying case. Here, the subpoenas issued by Plaintiffs' counsel are directly 

7 related to the merits of both the district court case and the appeal of the dismissal, because they are 

8 plainly attempting to acquire information relating to the potential culpability of the defendants 

9 identified in the subpoenas, including Price and Shackelford. Also supportive of the conclusion that 

10 they are not collateral to the merits ofthe case or pending appeal is the fact that they are also signed by 

11 Texas counsel, suggesting that there is some other purpose for the subpoenas related to the merits of 

12 the action, rather than for the purposes permitted by NRCP 27 or 69 or some other permissible collateral 

13 matter. 

14 Therefore, absent the issuance of subpoenas with leave of court following entry of judgment 
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seeking discovery related to a permissible collateral matter, the Court is without jurisdiction to issue 

them, and no person acting on behalf of the Court may invoke its power where the Court lacks 

jurisdiction. 

Contrary to the assertions of Plaintiff's counsel in the Opposition to the motion to quash, the 

issuance of the challenged subpoenas was not authorized the Court's September 29, 2015 Order 

Granting Plaintiffs' Motion for Issuance of Commissions for Out-of-State Depositions. That order 

directed the clerk to issue commissions to an out-of-state court, in the jurisdiction where depositions 

were contemplated. A commission, permitted by NRCCP 28(a), is a request by a Nevada court to a 

court of another jurisdiction to issue process in accordance with the law of that jurisdiction. It is not an 

approval of the issuance of process in Nevada under the authority of this Court. Therefore, that order 

has no bearing on the issuance of post-judgment subpoenas by counsel acting as an officer of this Court 

For the reasons set forth herein, it is the order of the Court that the Notice of Subpoena and the 

subpoenas duces tecum served on December 28, 2015, after dismissal of this action and after the filing 

of a notice of appeal, are quashed. Counsel for Plaintiffs is hereby ordered to serve a copy of this order 

3 



1 on the parties who were served with a Notice of Subpoena Duces Tecum and on Texas counsel whose 

2 name appears on the Notice of Subpoena. Counsel for Plaintiffs shall also serve a copy of this order on 

3 Wells Fargo and Bank of America, the nonparties who were commanded to produce documents. 

4 Counsel for Plaintiffs is hereby directed to cease any further discovery in this case without filing a 

5 motion and obtaining leave of this Court to do so. Lastly, because Price and Shackelford were obliged 

6 to respond to the issuance of subpoenas in the absence of jurisdiction of this Court, Price and 

7 Shackelford are entitled to their reasonable attorney's fees incurred in prosecuting the successful motion 

8 to quash. Price and Shackelford are granted leave to file a motion for those attorney's fees. 

9 IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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-II. . '-
Dated this ;tJ- day of-..L§.~=O_/"_~t_41'--L-f _____ , 2016. 

JUDGE OF :cr COURT 
TH~SW. RY 

Copies served by mail this tU- day of February, 2016, to: 

Michael Matuska, Esq. 
231 0 South Carson Street, #6 
Carson City, Nevada 89701 

Richard A. Oshinski, Esq. 
Mark Forsberg, Esq. 
Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd. 
504 E. Musser Street, Suite 302 
Carson City, Nevada 89701 
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1 Mark Forsberg, Esq., NSB 4265 

2 Rick Oshinski, Esq., NSB 4127 
OSHINSKI & FORSBERG, LTD. 

3 504 E. Musser Street, Suite 302 
Carson City, NV 89701 

4 T 775-301-4250 IF 775-301-4251 
Mark@OshinskiForsberg.com 

5 Attorney for Defendants 
6 MICKEYSHACKELFORDand 

RICHARD PRICE 
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IN THE NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF NEVADA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DOUGLAS 

12 

13 PEGGY CAIN, an individual; JEFFREY CAIN, 
an individual; and HELl OPS 

14 INTERNATIONAL, LLC, an Oregon limited 

15 liability company, 

16 

17 

18 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

D.R. RAWSON, an individual; C4 
19 WORLDWIDE, INC., a Nevada corporation; 

RICHARD PRICE, an individual,· JOE BAKER, 
20 

21 

an individual; MICKEY SHACKELFORD, an 
individual; MICHAEL K. KAVANAGH, an 
individual; JEFFREY EDWARDS, an 

22 individual; and DOES 1-10, inclusive, 

Defendants. 

- -- ·-·- -- - · __ j 

Case No. 11 cv 0296 

Dept. No. II 

NOTICE OF ENTRY OF ORDER 

23 

24 
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26 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that this Court entered its Order Granting Attorney's Fees to 

Defendants Price and Shackelford on the 5th day of February, 2016, a true and correct copy of which 
27 

is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
28 
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1 The undersigned does hereby affirm that this document does not contain the Social Security 

2 Number of any person. 
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Dated this lOth day of February, 2016. 

2 

OSHINSKl & FORSBERG, LTD. 

By~.L-
Mark Forsberg, Esq., NSB 4265 
Rick Oshinski, Esq., NSB 4127 
Attorneys for Defendants Richard Price 
and Mickey Shackelford 



1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

2 I hereby certify that I am an employee of Oshinski & Forsberg. Ltd., and that on this date, I served the 

3 within Notice of Entry of Order Granting Attorney's Fees to Price and Shackelford on the following 

4 individuals or entities by serving a true copy thereof by the following method(s): 

5 [ X ] enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid thereon, in the United States Post 

6 Office mail, pursuant to NRCP 5(bX2)(B); 

7 

8 9(b); 

9 

10 

[ ] 

[ J 

[ J 

via electronic filing pursuant to Nevada Electronic Filing and Conversion Rules (''NEFCR") 

hand delivery via Reno/Carson Messenger Service pursuant to NRCP S(b X2XA); 

electronic transmission (e-mail) to the address( es) listed below, pursuant to NRCP 

11 5(bX2)(D);and/or 

12 [ ] Federal Express, UPS, or other overnight delivery 
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fully addressed as follows: 

Michael L. Matuska, Esq. 
Matuska Law Offices, Ltd. 
2310 S. Carson Street, Suite 6 
Carson City, NV 89701 
F 775-350-7222 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

I declare under penalty of peljury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on this lOth day of February, 2016, in Carson City, Nevada. 

Linda Gil 
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IN THE NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DOUGLAS 

PEGGY CAIN, an individual; 
JEFFREY CAIN, an individual; 
and HELI OPS INTERNATIONAL, 
LLC, an Oregon limited 
liability company, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

DR RAWSON, an individual; C4 
WORLDWIDE, INC., a Nevada 
corporation; RICHARD PRICE, an 
individual; JOE BAKER, an 
individual; MICKEY 
SHACKELFORD, an individual; 
MICHAEL K. KAVANAGH, an 
individual; JEFFREY EDWARDS, 
an individual; and DOES 1-10, 
inclusive, 

Defendants. 

ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY'S FEES 
TO DEFENDANTS PRICE AND 

SHACKELFORD 

21 THIS MATTER comes before the Court on Defendants' Price and 

22 Shackelford's Motion for Attorney's Fees filed on November 25, 

23 2015. The motion is ripe for consideration. 

24 Thi s lit i gation r e gar ds a joint venture agreeme nt bet ween 

25 Heli Ops International and C4 Worldwide and a subsequently 

26 entered into settlement agreement. Plaintiffs have been at 

27 libert y ove r the course of t h e past four years to di r ect their 

THOMAS W. GU:~ 
DIST1Ucr JUDGE 
NINTII JUDICL\1. 
DISTJUCf COURT 

lawsuit. Plaintiffs have secured $20,000,000 in default 
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1 ·judgments against C4 Worldwide, Inc., and individual defendants 

2 DR Rawson, Michael Kavanagh, Joe Baker and Jeffrey Edwards 

3 _premised upon the settlement agreement. Price and Shackelford, 

4 directors/officers of C4, are the only remaining Defendants. 

5 Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 

6 Heli Ops International, LLC (~Heli Ops"), is an Oregon 

7 corporation for which Jeffrey Cain is a member. Peggy Cain is 

8 married to Jeffrey Cain. C4 Worldwide, Inc. (~C4") is a Nevada 

9 Corporation whose officers/directors include DR Rawson, Richard 

10 Price, Mickey Shackelford, Michael Kavanagh, Joe Baker, and, 

11 allegedly, Jeffrey Edwards. 

12 On November 29, 2009, Heli Ops entered into a joint venture 

13 agreement ("JVA") with C4. The JVA required Heli Ops to loan C4 

14 $1,000,000 USD. The funds were to be used by C4 as the capital 

15 to acquire and then leverage Collateralized Mortgage Obligations 

16 (~CMO") with a face value of ~up to $1,000,000,000 USD." 

17 Under the JVA, C4 was to have a 51% ownership interest in 

18 the CMO's and Heli Ops a 49% ownership interest. The JVA 

19 designated that the first $20,000,000 in profits obtained from 

20 leveraging the CMO's in international trade would go to Heli Ops. 

21 If that occurred, Heli Ops was to transfer its ownership interest 

22 in the CMO's to C4, making C4 the sole owner of the CMO's and 

23 entitled to all further profits. The "objective" of the JVA was 

24 to "gain $40,000,000 USD or more from the results thereof" for 

25 the parties to the JVA. 

26 On the same day the JVA was entered into, and in conjunction 

27 therewith, C4 and Heli Ops executed a Promissory Note and 

HOMASW.CU~ 
DISTRICT JVDCE 
NINTB JUDICIAL 
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Security Interest in the CMO ("Promissory Note"). The Promissory 
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1 ·Note indicates a loan amount of $1,000,000 USD from Heli Ops to 

2 C4 with a loan period of two months. The Promissory Note calls 

3 for C4 to pay Heli Ops $20,000,000 "as per the terms of the Joint 

4 Venture Agreement between the parties executed on November 29, 

5 2009." Further, "the full repayment per the above schedule will 

6 end on the 30th of December, 2009." The CMO' s were designated as 

7 collateral for the Promissory Note consistent with the ownership 

8 interests designated in the JVA. 

9 Heli Ops transferred $1,000,000 to C4. C4 purchased CMO's. 

10 C4 did not repay the $1,000,000 loan, nor did Heli Ops receive 

11 from C4 any profits from the CMO's. 

12 On March 1, 2010, a document entitled Settlement Agreement 

13 and Release of All Claims ("SA") was executed by Heli Ops and C4 

14 with Jeffrey Cain, Peggy Cain and DR Rawson joining in their 

15 individual capacities. Price and Shackelford were not parties to 

16 the SA. 

17 The SA begins with the following statement of intent: 

18 WHEREAS the Parties are each desiring to resolve issues 
having to do with C4 WorldWide's unpaid financial 

19 obligations arising out of the Promissory Note and 
Security Interest in the CMO Securities dated November 

20 29, 2009 and upon signing this Agreement intend to 
cease further collection efforts, including but not 

21 limited to the filing of any litigation and the Cains 
further stipulate and agree that they will file no 

22 complaint(s) or the like with either the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and/or the Department of Justice of 

23 any state. 

24 To the extent not modified herein, the Promissory Note 
and Security Interest in the CMO securities remains in 

25 full force and effect. 

26 WHEREAS, each party desires to settle all the claims, 
fully and finally without admission of liability; .. . 

27 
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Section 1 of the SA, entitled "CONSIDERATION" states in 
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1 relevant part: 

2 1.1 In consideration of the Releases set forth below in 
Section 2 and the other terms set for herein, C4 

3 WorldWide stipulates that it owes the Cains Twenty 
Million USD ($20,000,000) and that said amount was due 

4 on December 29, 2009 and remains unpaid. C4 WorldWide 
acknowledges its obligation to pay and agrees to pay 

5 the sum of $20,000,000, plus all accumulated interest, 
to Cains no later than 90 days from February 25, 

6 2010 ... 

7 Consistent with the JVA, section 1.2 requires that C4 assign 

8 a 4 9% interest in the CMO' .s to the Cains. Upon payment of the 

9 $20,000,000 plus interest, the SA and JVA require the Cains to 

10 transfer their 49% ownership interest in the CMO's back to C4. 

11 Section 2 of the SA, entitled "RELEASE" states in relevant 

12 part: 

13 2.1 The Cains ... and all other affiliated persqns, firms 
or corporations, hereby fully and forever releases and 

14 discharges C4 WorldWide, from any and all claims that 
exist arising out of C4 WorldWide's financial 

15 misfortunes and resultant inability to timely pay the 
Promissory Note and Security Interest in CMO Securities 

16 dated_November 29, 2009 (a true and correct copy of 
which is attached hereto as Exhibit A and is 

17 incorporated herein by reference). Such release covers 
the Cains ... hereby fully and forever release and 

18 discharge C4 WorldWide, it successors, predecessors, 
parents, assigns, agents, employees, officers, 

19 directors, insurers, and all other affiliated persons, 
firms or corporations, of and from any and all past, 

20 present and future claims, demands, obligations, causes 
of action for damages of any kind, known and unknown, 

21 the basis of which now exist or hereafter may become 
manifest that are directly or indirectly related to the 

22 facts in any of the claims of any kind asserted against 
or which could have been asserted in any of the claims. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 
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Section 3 of the SA, entitled "EXPRESS ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, 

REPRESENTATIONS, AND WARRANTIES" states in relevant part: 

3.1 The parties expressly acknowledge and agree that 
the Release set forth is Section 2 is a general release 
of the matters described above. 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

3.3 The parties expressly acknowledge and agree that 
the purpose and effect of this Agreement is to fully 
and forever resolve all issues relating to claims 
arising out of and which could be asserted in this case 
and that no party will pursue the other for anything 
relating in any way to the claims being released. 

3.4 The parties expressly acknowledge and agree that 
the terms of this Agreement are contractual in nature 
and not merely a recital. 

7 C4 did not pay Heli Ops or the Cains $20,000,000 under the 

8 SA nor did they transfer a 49% interest in the CMO's to Heli 

9 Ops/Cains. Heli Ops/Cains ("Plaintiffs") filed this lawsuit on 

10 September 14, 2011. The case started out with seven named 

11 defendants: C4; DR Rawson ("Rawson"); Michael Kavanagh 

12 ("Kavanagh"); Jeffrey Edwards ("Edwards"); Joe Baker ("Baker"); 

13 Mickey Shackelford ("Shackelford"); and Richard Price ("Price"). 

14 Over the next four years the landscape of the case shifted 

15 through four different complaints and many motions. The 

16 Plaintiffs obtained default judgments against C4, Rawson, 

17 Kavanagh and Edwards for $20,000,000 under the SA. 

18 On July 28, 2015, the Court granted partial judgment on the 

19 pleadings in favor of Baker, Price and Shackelford. The Court 

20 held that given the release provision of the SA, Plaintiffs 

21 cannot, as a matter of law, enforce the SA against Price and 

22 Shackelford, non-party beneficiaries to the SA. However, based 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 
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upon limited language in the TAC wherein Plaintiffs seemingly 

contest the validity of the SA, the Court stated: 

As already indicated, the allegation in the TAC that the 
Settlement Agreement was illusory could form the basis to 
set aside the Settlement Agreement in its entirety, 
including the Release. In which case, Plaintiffs could 
pursue personal liability under the Joint Venture Agreement 
on the theory of alter ego. Material issues of fact thus 
exists that prevent a determination with respect to the 
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1 enforceability of the Release on those portions of the 
remaining claims for Relief relating to the Joint Venture 

2 Agreement. 

3 Order Granting in Part Defendant Joe Baker's Motion for Judgment 

4 on the Pleadings and Denying Plaintiff's Cross-Motion for 

5 Judgment on the Pleadings, p. 12, lines 5-14, filed July 28, 

6 2015. 

7 Subsequent to the July 28, 2015, Order, Baker was dismissed 

8 out of the case at the joint request of Plaintiffs and Baker, 

9 leaving Price and Shackelford as the only remaining Defendants. 

10 Price and Shackelford moved for summary judgment on the basis 

11 that Plaintiffs should be precluded from seeking recision of the 

12 SA and.its sweeping release provision. 

13 In opposing the motion, Plaintiffs finally, after four years 

14 of litigation, made it clear that they never intended to seek 

15 recision of the SA. Specifically, Plaintiffs stated, "Recision 

16 does not apply to this case, as Baker has never offered to 

17 restore the Cain's to their former position. Hence, the 

18 Settlement Agreement cannot be rescinded and the correct course 

19 of action was for the Cains to sue for money damages, which they 

20 have done." Plaintiffs' Opposition, page 6, lines 17-21. 

21 This clarification by Plaintiffs removed the material issue 

22 that had previously deterred the Court from granting complete 

23 judgment on the pleadings in favor of Price, Shackelford and 

24 Baker. It also meant that all remaining parties, Plaintiffs 

25 

26 

27 
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included, acknowledged the validity of the SA. 

This led the Court to conclude, nas a matter of law, from 

the clear and unambiguous terms of the Settlement Agreement and 

Release of All Claims, that Plaintiffs bargained for the 
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1 · liability of C4 and Rawson to the tune of $20,000,000 plus 

2 interest in return for the general and sweeping release of the 

3 likes of Price and Shackelford, non-parties to the JVA. The 

4 release preempts all of the claims in Plaintiffs' TAC against 

5 Price and Shackelford. Construing the SA in such a manner is 

6 consistent with the clear and unambiguous terms of the SA, and 

7 requires no inferences or reading into of terms." November 2015 

8 Order Granting Summary Judgement. 

9 Through the Court's July 28, 2015, Order Granting Partial 

10 Summary Judgment and November 5, 2015, Order Granting Summary 

11 Judgment, Price and Shackelford became "prevailing parties" 

12 pursuant to NRS 18.010. MB America, Inc., v. Alaska Pacific 

13 Leasing Co., 132 Nev.Adv.Op. 8, (February 4, 2016). Price and 

14 Shackelford now request attorney's fees under three different 

15 theories: (1) Attorney's fees as a condition of the SA; (2) NRCP 

16 68 and NRS 17.115; and (3) NRS 18.010(2) (b). Because the Court 

17 exercises its discretions to award of attorney's fees to Price 

18 and Shackelford pursuant to NRS 18 . 010(2) (b), the Court does not 

19 reach the merits of the remaining alternative theories. 

20 NRS 18. 010 (2) (b) 

21 A court has discretion to allow attorney's fees to a 

22 prevailing party: 

23 Without regard to the recovery sought, when the court 
finds that the claim ... of the opposing party was 

24 brought or maintained without reasonable grounds or to 
harass the prevailing party. The court shall liberally 

25 construe the provisions of this paragraph in favor of 
awarding attorney's fees in all appropriate situations. 

26 It is the intent of the Legislature that the court 
award fees pursuant to this paragraph ... in all 

27 appropriate situations .. . 

HOMASW.GUG~ NRS 18.010 (2) (b) . 
DISTRICT .RJDGI 
NINTH JllbiCIAL 
DISTRICT COURT 

P.O.IIOX 111 
MINDEN, NV 1941l 
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1 The Court does not fault Plaintiffs, who were not paid under 

2 either the JVA or the SA, for seeking legal recourse. That 

3 Plaintiffs achieved success against many of the Defendants 

4 demonstrates legitimacy of their dispute and general good faith. 

5 Through the current motion, however, the Court is tasked with 

6 reviewing Plaintiffs action as it relates specifically to 

7 prevailing Defendants Price and Shackelford. 

8 Like all plaintiffs, Plaintiffs herein were at liberty to 

9 craft their lawsuit in the sense of what theories to raise and 

10 against whom to raise them. In so doing, Plaintiffs were aware 

11 of and party to the operative documents, i.e., the JVA and SA, 

12 the material terms of which this Court has found to be clear and 

13 unambiguous. Plaintiffs attached the SA to the TAC. 

14 Amongst the decisions for Plaintiffs to make in crafting 

15 their lawsuit, was whether to seek relief pursuant to the SA 

16 ($20,000,000 generally), the JVA ($1,000,000 generally), or both. 

17 In so deciding, the SA provided clear and unambiguous notice to 

18 Plaintiffs that if the SA was deemed to be valid and enforceable, 

19 the - tremendous upside to Plaintiffs {$20,000,000 liability for C4 

20 and Rawson), came at the cost of releasing Price and Shackelford. 

21 Of course, Plaintiffs also controlled who to name as 

22 defendants. In all versions of Plaintiff's Complaint, through 

23 and including the TAC, Plaintiffs made claims against C4 as well 

24 as C4's directors/officers in their individual capacities, 

25 including Price and Shackelford. 

26 Plaintiffs' TAC was equivocal regarding whether Plaintiffs's 

27 were arguing for or against the validity of the SA. For 

HOMAS W. GRE~ 
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1 Defendants while also claiming that the SA was illusory. 

2 Recognizing and respecting Plaintiffs' discretion to frame 

3 their case and raise various and alternative claims for relief, 

4 Plaintiffs were given every opportunity by the Court over four 

5 years of litigation to drive their case. During that time, 

6 Plaintiffs generally focused on the big prize, that being C4's 

7 $20,000,000 obligation, but did not disavow or retract their 

8 claim that the SA was illusory nor withdraw their claims against 

9 Price and Shackelford (even after Plaintiffs were successful in 

10 enforcing the SA against C4 and Rawson) . 

11 While Plaintiffs' pursuit of damages against C4 and Rawson 

12 under the SA was not surprising or unreasonable, the same cannot 

13 be said of Plaintiffs' pursuit of Price and Shackelford under the 

14 SA. Plaintiffs maintained that Price and Shackelford were liable 

15 to Plaintiffs for $20,000,000 under the SA, even though Price and 

16 Shackelford were not parties to the SA and were clearly the 

17 beneficiary of the SA's release. 

18 In essence, Plaintiffs sought to enforce the aspects of the 

19 SA beneficial to Plaintiffs, $20,000,000, while ignoring the 

20 required release. This prompted the Court's July 28, 2015, Order 

21 wherein the Court stated the obvious: As a matter of law, Price 

22 and Shackelford cannot be held liable under the SA as they were 

23 not parties to the SA but were beneficiaries of its clear and 

24 unambiguous release provision. 

25 The Court left unaffected Plaintiffs ability to claim that 

26 the SA was subject to rescission or was otherwise unenforceable, 

27 thereby voiding the release of Price and Shackelford. In 

HOMASW.G~ 
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responding to Price and Shackelford's Motion for Summary 
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1 Judgment, however, Plaintiffs finally, after four years of 

2 litigation, made it patently clear that they have no desire to 

3 void the SA (not surprising since doing so would frustrate 

4 Plaintiffs' pursuit of the attenuate $20,000,000 obligation of C4 

5 and Rawson) . 

6 Remarkably, however, Plaintiffs never released Price and 

7 Shackelford from the lawsuit nor did Plaintiffs amend the TAC to 

8 remove the claim that the SA was illusory. Plaintiffs' position 

9 prompted the Court's November 2015 Order Granting Summary 

10 Judgment wherein the Court, once again, stated the obvious: As a 

11 matter of law, if the SA is valid and enforceable, Price and 

12 Shackelford must be released from all claims. 

13 It is now clear to the Court that Plaintiffs never intended 

14 to argue, as an alternative theory or otherwise, against the 

15 enforceability_of the SA despite language in the TAC (and prior 

16 versions of the Complaint) to the contrary and despite 

17 Plaintiffs' pursuit of Price and Shackelford. Rather, Plaintiffs 

18 always insisted that they should reap the benefits of the SA 

19 while being impervious to the required release of Price and 

20 Shackelford. Plaintiffs' position was unreasonable from the 

21 inception of the lawsuit through the granting of summary 

22 judgment. 

23 Accordingly, given the clarity of the release provision of 

24 the SA, as well as its other material terms, the Court finds that 

25 Plaintiffs' claims against Price and Shackelford were brought and 

26 maintained without reasonable ground. NRS 18.010(2) (b). That 

27 Plaintiffs never produced evidence that Price or Shackelford made 

liOMASW.G~ 
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1 · turn induced Plaintiffs to enter into either the JVA or the SA, a 

2 point admitted to by Jeffrey Cain in his deposition, only 

3 bolsters this finding. 

4 The Court pays heed to the clearly stated legislative intent 

5 regarding awarding attorney's fees in such circumstances, and 

6 exercises its discretion to award Price and Shackelford 

7 reasonable attorney's fees. In analyzing the reasonableness of 

8 the requested fees, the Court has considered the following 

9 factors without giving any singular factor undue weight: (1) The 

10 qualities of the advocate; (2) The character of the work done; 

11 (3) The work actually performed by the lawyer; and (4) The result 

12 obtained. Brunzell v. Golden Gate National Bank, 85 Nev. 345, 

13 349-350, 455 p. 2d 31 (1969). 

14 Price and Shackelford jointly retained Oshinski & Forsberg, 

15 Ltd, to represent them in this matter. Price and Shackelford 

16 have provided sufficient proof that they incurred legal fees in 

17 defending this action through summary judgment at a rate of 

18 $350.00 per hour for a total of $95,843.56. 

19 The Court finds that the rate per hour of legal services 

20 charged by Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd., $350, is reasonable 

21 considering the experience of counsel, the nature of the case, 

22 Mr. Forsberg's averment that the rate is within the range of fees 

23 charged by other attorneys in the community and the Court's 

24 knowledge of the same. 

25 The Court finds that the amount of hours spent by Oshinski & 

26 Forsberg, Ltd., in defending this matter through summary 

27 judgement was likewise reasonable. Four years of litigation at a 

HOMAS W. GREG~ 
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total cost of $95,843.56 representing two clients ($47,921.78 
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1 each), is not unreasonable, particularly considering how hard 

2 this case was fought and the number and complexity of motions 

3 both filed and opposed. 

4 That the result for Price and Shackelford could not have 

5 been better is a testament to the quality of work performed. 

6 Plaintiffs' contend that the attorney's fee award should be 

7 limited to time spent on the motion providing the ultimate 

8 result, i.e., the Motion for Summary Judgment, because the result 

9 achieved by Price and Shackelford could have been achieved 

10 earlier. While that argument may be taken and an acknowledgment 

11 by Plaintiffs that their maintenance of the lawsuit against Price 

12 and Shackelford was unreasonable in its inception, it it does not 

13 provide a compelling reason to reduce the award of attorney's 

14 fees. 

15 The Court does not find fault in the resilient and 

16 aggressive efforts of Pri~e and Shackelford to defend against a 

17 $20,000,000 claim under an SA that they were not parties to that 

18 purported to grant them a complete release of liability. There 

19 is no indication that Price and Shackelford had clairvoyance at 

20 the beginning of the lawsuit regarding the granting of summary 

21 judgment and, knowing the same, maliciously dragged out the 

22 litigation for four years so as to increase the amount of ·money 

23 owed to counsel. It is Plaintiffs who chose to pursue Price and 

24 Shackelford for four years despite the SA's clear and unambiguous 

25 release provision. It is also Plaintiffs who chose, 

26 unreasonably, to reject reasonable offers of judgement even after 

27 
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Having weighed all of the Brunzell factors, the Court finds 
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1 that Price and Shackelford's request for attorney's fees is 

2 reasonable as is the amount requested. The Court exercises its 

3 discretion to award the requested fees of $95,843.56. Good cause 

4 appearing, 

5 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants' Price and 

6 Shackelford's Motion for Attorney's Fees is GRANTED. Plaintiffs 

7 are ordered to pay Defendant Price and Shackelford's attorney's 

8 fees in the amount of $95,843.56 to Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd. 
.,~· 

Dated this s- day of February, 2016. 9 

10 

11 THOMAS W. GORY 
DISTRICT C T JUDGE 

14 Copies served by mail this s 
15 Michael Matuska, Esq. 

2310 South Carson Street, #6 
16 Carson City, Nevada 89701. 

17 Richard A. Oshinski, Esq. 
Mark Forsberg, Esq. 

18 Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd. 
504 E. Musser Street, Suite 302 

19 Carson City, Nevada 89701 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 
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day of February, 2016, to: 
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1 Mark Forsberg, Esq., NSB 4265 

2 Rick Oshinski, Esq., NSB 4127 
OSHINSKI & FORSBERG, LTD. 

3 504 E. Musser Street. Suite 302 
Carson City, NV 89701 

4 T 775-301-4250 IF 775-301A251 
Mark@Oshinski.Forsberg.com 

5 Attorney for Deftndants 
6 MICKEY SHACKELFORD and 

RICHARD PRICE 

RECE\VED 
FEB '7 20\6 
Douglas county 

Oiatrict court Clerk 

2016 FEB 17 PH 2: 56 

7 

8 

9 IN THE NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICf COURT OF NEVADA 

10 

11 

12 

·_.-:.- · 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DOUGLAS 

13 PEGGY CAIN, an individual; JEFFREY CAIN, 
an individual; and HELl OPS 

14 lNTERNATIONAL, LLC, an Oregon limited 

15 liability company, 

16 

17 

18 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

D.R.. RAWSON, an individual; C4 
19 WORLDWIDE, INC., a Nevada corporation; 

20 RICHARD PRICE, an individual; JOE BAKER, 
an individual; :MICKEY SHACKELFORD, an 

21 individual; MICHAEL K. K.A V ANAGH, an 
individual; JEFFREY EDW ARbS, an 

22 individual; and DOES 1-10, inclusive, 

23 

24 

25 

Defendants. 

--------------------------~/ 

Case No. 11 cv 0296 

Dept. No. n 

NOTICE OF ENTRY OF ORDER 

26 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that this Court entered its Order Granting Motion to Quash 

27 Subpoenas, For Protective Order and For Sanctions on the lOth day of February, 2016, a true and 

28 correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
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1 The undersigned does hereby affirm that this document does not contain the Social Security 

2 Number of any person. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Dated this 16th day of February, 2016. 

2 

OSHINSKI & FORSBERG, LTD. 

By~L. 
M8l'kOI'Sbeii,Esq., NSB 4265 
Rick Oshinski, Esq., NSB 4127 
Attorneys for Defendants Richard Price 
and Mic/cey Shackelford 



1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

2 I hereby certify that I am an employee of Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd., and that on this date, I served the 

3 within Notice of Eatry of Order Gnuating Motioa to Quash Sabpoeaas, For Protective Order aad For 

4 Saactioas on the following individuals or entities by serving a true copy thereof by the following method(s): 

5 [ X ] enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid thereon, in the United States Post 

6 Office mail, pursuant to NRCP 5(bX2)(B); 

7 

8 9(b); 

9 

10 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

via electronic filing pursuant to Nevada Electronic Filing and Conversion Rules (''NEFCR") 

hand delivery via Reno/Carson Messenger Service pursuant to NRCP 5(bX2)(A); 

electronic transmission (e-mail) to the address(es) listed below, pursuant to NRCP 

11 5(b)(2)(D);and/or 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

[ ] Federal Express, UPS, or other overnight delivery 

fully addressed as follows: 

Michael L. Matuska, Esq. 
Matuska Law Offices, Ltd. 
2310 S. Carson Street, Suite 6 
Carson City, NV 89701 
F 775-350-7222 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on this 16th day of February, 2016, in Carson City, Nevada. 
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1 Case No. 11-CV-0296 

2 Dept No. II 

RECEIVED 
FEB 10 2~ 

·::- :1 
' I ; 

D·:::>uglas County 
D:5~nct Cowrt Ciail<: 

2016 FEB I 0 AM 8: 43 

3 .. - . .. · ... .) 
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4 

5 

6 IN THE NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF NEVADA 

7 

8 

9 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DOUGLAS 

10 PEGGY CAIN, an individual; JEFFREY CAIN, 
an individual; and HELl OPS 
INTERNATIONAL, LLC, an Oregon limited 

12 liability company, 

11 

13 

14 

15 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

D.R RAWSON, an individual; C4 
16 WORLDWIDE, INC., a Nevada corporation; 

RICHARD PRICE, an individual; JOE BAKER. 
17 an individual; MICKEY SHACKELFORD, an 
18 individual; MICHAEL K. KAVANAGH, an 

individual; JEFFREY EDWARDS, an 
19 individual; and DOES 1-10, inclusive, 

Defendants. 

----------~------------------/ 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
TO QUASH SUBPOENAS, FOR 

PROTECTIVE ORDER AND FOR 
SANcriONS 

20 

21 

22 Tbis matter is before the Court on a motion by Defendants Richard Price and Mickey 

23 Shackelford to quash subpoenas issued by Plaint:iff s counsel after this Court dismissed this action in 

24 its entirety and after a notice of appeal of that dismissal was filed by Plaintiffs. The Court has 

25 considered the motion, the opposition and the reply and for the reasons set forth herein, the motion is 

26 granted. 

27 Tbis Court entered its order granting summary judgment in favor of the only remaining 

28 defendants in this case, Richard Price and Mickey Shackelford, on November 5, 2015. Plaintiffs filed 
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a notice of appeal on November 30, 2015. On December 28, 2015 Plaintiffs' counsel, Michael L. 

Matuska. served Price and Shackelford and also a former defendant in the action, Joe Baker, with a 

Notice of Subpoena Duces Tecum to be served on two third-party banks, Wells Fargo at an address in 

Las Vegas, Nevada, and Bank of America at an address in Wilmington, Delaware. The Notice of 

Subpoena and the subpoenas bear the caption of this Court, including the case and department numbers, 

and were issued by Michael Matuska, Esq., counsel for Plaintiffs. The documents bear his electronic 

signature and Nevada Bar number. The Notice of Subpoena, but not the subpoenas themselves, also 

bear the name of a Texas attorney who is not licensed to practice law in the State of Nevada and has 

not appeared pro hac vice in this case pursuant to Nevada Supreme Court Rule 42. The subpoenas 

required that the requested documents be returned to the law office of Mr. Matuska. in care of a Texas 

company. 

Plaintiffs' counsel has conceded that these subpoenas were not issued in furtherance of 

execution on a default judgment against any party against whom a default judgment was entered and 

that the subpoenas are therefore not subject to the discovery provisions set forth in NRCP 69. Moreover, 

Plaintiffs did not move this Court for leave to conduct any post-judgment discovery allowed by NRCP 

27 to perpetuate testimony or seek this Court's order of the character provided for by NRCP 34, 

including the for the issuance of subpoenas duces tecum. 

The issuance of a subpoena, whether by the clerk of the court or an attorney acting as an officer 

of the court, invokes the power of the court to act in a matter pending before the court. NRCP 45(a)(B) 

requires that a subpoena state the title of the action, and the name of the court in which it is pending. 

NRCP 45(a)(3) permits an attorney, as an officer of the court, to issue a subpoena "on behalf of the 

court." Since this case has been dismissed, no action is pending before this Court and absent leave 

granted by the Court, an officer of the court, including counsel for Plaintiffs, cannot issue a subpoena 

invoking both the authority of the Court and purporting to act on its behalf. 

Moreover, except as authorized by NRCP 27 or 69, a district court is without jurisdiction to act 

on matters related to the merits of the case after dismissal. Emerson v. Eighth Judicial Dist. Court, 127 

Nev. Adv. Op. 61 (2011), citing Jeep Corp. v. District Court, 98 Nev. 440 (1982). In addition, the 

filing of a notice of appeal removes the district court's jurisdiction to determine any matters involved 
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1 in the appeal. Fishman v. Las Vegas Sun, Inc., 75 Nev. 13 (1959). 

2 Emerson held that a district court lacks jurisdiction after dismissal to consider matters related to 

3 the merits of the case, but retains jurisdiction to consider collateral matters, and thus retains jurisdiction 

4 to impose sanctions for attorney misconduct that occurred prior to dismissal. The Court also has 

5 jurisdiction to consider motions for attorney's fees and other matters that have no bearing on the merits 

6 of an appeal or the underlying case. Here, the subpoenas issued by Plaintiffs' counsel are directly 

7 related to the merits of both the district court case and the appeal of the dismissal, because they are 

8 plainly attempting to acquire information relating to the potential culpability of the defendants 

9 identified in the subpoenas, including Price and Shackelford. Also supportive of the conclusion that 

1 0 they are not collateral to the merits of the case or pending appeal is the fact that they are also signed by 

11 Texas counsel, suggesting that there is some other purpose for the subpoenas related to the merits of 

12 the action, rather than for the purposes permitted by NRCP 27 or 69 or some other permissible collateral 

13 matter. 

14 Therefore, absent the issuance of subpoenas with leave of court following entry of judgment 

15 seeking discovery related to a permissible collateral matter, the Court is without jurisdiction to issue 

16 them, and no person acting on behalf of the Court may invoke its power where the Court lacks 

17 jurisdiction. 
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Contrary to the assertions of Plaintiff's counsel in the Opposition to the motion to quash, the 

issuance of the challenged subpoenas was not authorized the Court's September 29, 2015 Order 

Granting Plaintiffs' Motion for Issuance of Commissions for Out-of-State Depositions. That order 

directed the clerk to issue commissions to an out-of-state court, in the jurisdiction where depositions 

were contemplated. A commission, permitted by NRCCP 28(a), is a request by a Nevada court to a 

court of another jurisdiction to issue process in accordance with the law of that jurisdiction. It is not an 

approval of the issuance of process in Nevada under the authority of this Court. Therefore, that order 

has no bearing on the issuance of post-judgment subpoenas by counsel acting as an officer of this Court 

For the reasons set forth herein, it is the order of the Court that the Notice of Subpoena and the 

subpoenas duces tecum served on December 28, 2015, after dismissal of this action and after the filing 

of a notice of appeal, are quashed. Counsel for Plaintiffs is hereby ordered to serve a copy of this order 
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1 on the parties who were served with a Notice of Subpoena Duces Tecum and on Texas counsel whose 

2 name appears on the Notice of Subpoena. Counsel for Plaintiffs shall also serve a copy of this order on 

3 Wells Fargo and Bank of America, the nonparties who were commanded to produce documents. 

4 Counsel for Plaintiffs is hereby directed to cease any further discovery . in this case without filing a 

5 motion and obtaining leave of this Court to do so. Lastly, because Price and Shackelford were obliged 

6 to respond to the issuance of subpoenas in the absence of jurisdiction of this Court, Price and 

7 Shackelford are entitled to their reasonable attorney's fees incurred in prosecuting the successful motion 

8 to quash. Price and Shackelford are granted leave to file a motion for those attorney's fees. 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 
~~ ·L 

Dated this ;tJ- day of---e.E0~o=-;_u.....;w..J.r _____ , 2016. 

Copies served by mail this tiL day of February, 2016, to: 

Michael Matuska, Esq. 
231 0 South Carson Street, #6 
Carson City, Nevada 89701 

Richard A. Oshinski, Esq. 
Mark Forsberg, Esq. 
Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd. 
504 E. Musser Street, Suite 302 
Carson City, Nevada 89701 
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1 Mark Forsberg, Esq., NSB 4265 

2 Rick Oshinski, Esq., NSB 4127 
OSHINSKI & FORSBERG, LID. 

3 504 E. Musser Street, Suite 302 
Carson City, Nv 89701 

4 T 775-301-4250 IF 775-301-4251 
Mark@OshinskiForsberg.com 

5 Attorney for Defendants 
6 MICKEY SHACKELFORD and 

. RICHARD PRICE 
7 
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11 

IN TEiE NINTH JUDlCIAL DISTRICT COURT OF NEVADA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DOUGLAS 

12 

13 PEGGY CAIN, an individual; JEFFREY CAIN, 
an individual; and HELl OPS 

14 INTERNATIONAL, LLC, an Oregon limited 

15 liability company, 

16 

17 

18 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

D.R. RAWSON, an individual; C4 
19 WORLDWIDE, INC., a Nevada corporation; 

20 RlCHARD PRlCE, an individual; JOE BAKER, 
an individual; MICKEY SHACKELFORD, an 

21 · individual; MICHAEL K. KAVANAGH, an 
indivfdual; JEFFREY EDWARDS, an 

22 individual; and DOES 1-10, inclusive, 

23 

24 

25 

Defendants. 

--------------------------~/ 

Case No. 11 cv 0296 

Dept. No. II 

NOTICE OF ENTRY OF ORDER 

26 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that this Court entered its Order Awardi!'g Defendants Price and 

27 Shackelford's Costs and Denying Plaintiffs' Motion to Reta:x Costs on the 10th day of February, 2016, 

28 a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
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-- ---- ... ------ -----··· - - ·- ···-

1 The undersigned does hereby affirm that this document does not contain the Social Secwity 

2 Number of any person. 
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Dated this 16th day ofFebruary, 2016. 

2 

OSIDNSKI & FORSBERG, LTD. 

By AJQ-_L 
Mark Forsberg, Esq., NSB 4265 
Rick Oshinski, Esq., NSB 4127 
Attorneys for Defendants Richard Price 
and Miclcey Shaclce/ford 



1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

2 I hereby certify that I am an employee of Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd., and that on this date, I served the 

3 within Notice of Eatry of Order Awarding Defeadaats Price aad Shackelford's Costs and Deayiag 

4 Plaiatiffs' Motioa to Retu Costs on the following individuals or entities by serving a true copy thereof by the 

5 following method(s): 

6 [ X ] enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid thereon, in the United States Post 

7 Office mail, pursuant to NRCP S(bX2)(B); 

8 

9 9(b); 

10 

11 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

via electronic filing pursuant to Nevada Electronic Filing and Conversion Rules ("NEFCR") 

hand delivery via Reno/Carson Messenger Service pursuant to NRCP 5(bX2XA); 

electronic transmission (e-mail) to the address(es) listed below, pursuant to NRCP 

12 5(bX2)(D);and/or 
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[ J Federal Express, UPS, or other overnight delivery 

fully addressed as follows: 

Michael L. Matuska, Esq. 
Matuska Law Offices, Ltd. 
2310 S. Carson Street, Suite 6 
Carson City, NV 89701 
F 775-350-7222 
Anorneys for Plaintiffs 

I declare under penalty of peljury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on this 16th day of February, 2016, in Carson City, Nevada. 
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IN THE NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICf COURT OF NEVADA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DOUGLAS 

10 PEGGY CAIN, an individual; JEFFREY CAIN, 
an individual; and HELl OPS 
INTERNATIONAL, LLC, an Oregon limited 

12 liability company, 

11 

13 

14 

15 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

D.R. RAWSON, an individual; C4 
16 WORLDWIDE, INC., a Nevada corporation; 

RICHARD PRICE, an individual; JOE BAKER, 
17. ' an individual; MICKEY SHACKELFORD, an 
18 individual; MICHAEL K. KAVANAGH, an 

individual; JEFFREY EDWARDS, an 
19 individual; and DOES 1-10, inclusive, 

Defendants. 

----------------------------~' 

ORDER AWARDING 
DEFENDANTS PRICE AND 
SHACKELFORD'S COSTS 

AND DENYING PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION TO RET AX COSTS 

20 

21 

22 This matter is before the Court on Defendants Richard Price and Mickey Shackelford's Verified 

23 Memorandum of Costs and Plaintiffs' Motion to Retax Costs. The Court has reviewed the motion, the 

24 opposition and reply thereto and finds as follows. 

25 Plaintiffs objected to the Verified Memorandum of Costs, generally asserting that the 

26 Memorandum did not comply with NRS 18.110 because it failed to sufficiently identify how the 

27 claimed costs were necessary to and incurred in the present action as required by the statute. Plaintiffs 

28 also asserted that Price and Shackelford were attempting to recover costs they did not incur or 
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1 alternatively were attempting to recover on behalf of former defendant Joe Baker, who was dismissed 

2 by stipulation of the Plaintiffs after reaching a settlement with Baker. 

3 In their Reply, Price and Shackelford cured any perceived deficiency in the Verified 

4 Memorandum of Costs. Counsel for Price and Shackelford submitted an affidavit establishing that his 
.. · 

5 clients had agreed with Baker to share in the costs of depositions and the expert witness retained by the 

6 Defendants and that as a result of the agreement, Price, Shackelford and Baker each were responsible 

7 for one-third of the costs incurred for depositions and the expert. As a result of the agreement, Price 

8 and Shackelford together are responsible for two-thirds of the cost of depositions and one transcript of 

9 the depositions of Plaintiff Jeffrey Cain and witnesses Kerry Rucker, Dan Witt and William Parker and 

10 for two-thirds of the costs incurred to retain an expert witness, Arun Upadhyay, whose expert testimony 

11 was to be offered to address various isslies and principles of corporate governance and to explain to the 

12 jury the legitimacy ofcollateralized mortgage obligations and how they are traded and tracked - all 
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issues central to the claims advanced by Plaintiffs in this case. 

Price and Shackelford also provided more detailed billing records documenting the amounts for 

which they were responsible pursuant to the agreement. Price and Shackelford seek only those costs 

for which they were obligated by their agreement with Baker. 

NRS 18.005 identifies costs that may be recovered by prevailing parties under NRS 18.020. 

The costs that may be recovered include the costs sought by Price and Shackelford. NRS 18.005 

identifies as costs at subsection (1) clerk's fees; (2) reporter's fees for depositions, including a reporter's 

fee for one copy of each deposition; (5) reasonable fees of not more than five expert witnesses in an 

amount of not more than $1,500 for each witness, unless the court allows a larger fee after determining 

that the circumstances surrounding the expert's testimony were of such necessity as to require the larger 

fee; and (15) reasonable costs for travel and lodging incurred taking depositions and conducting 

discovery. NRS 18.005(17) provides that "costs" also includes "any other reasonable and necessary 

expense incurred in connection with the action ... " 

NRS 18.0?0 provides that costs "must be allowed of course to the prevailing party against any 

adverse party against whom judgment is rendered, in the following cases: . .. (3) In an action for the 

recovery of money or damages, where the plaintiff seeks to recover more than $2,500 . . . " 
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- - - ----- - -- ------ --------- - ------

Here, Price and Shackelford are the prevailing parties. This court held in its order granting 

summary judgment that the release executed by Plaintiffs was broad enough to reach all of the claims 

in the Third Amended Complaint Plaintiffs thus could not succeed on any of their claims and Price 

and Shackelford prevailed as to each claim. The Third Amended Complaint sought the recovery of 

money damages in excess of the $2,500 threshold set forth in the statute. Therefore, costs must be 

awarded "of course., to Price and Shackelford. 

Price and Shackelford have properly documented the costs that must be allowed in their 

Memorandum of Costs and in their Opposition to the Motion to Retax Costs by providing not only 

affidavits but bills from court reporters and the expert witness that establish their obligation to pay such 

costs. Therefore, they have met the statutory requirements and the mandate of the Nevada Supreme 

Court in Bobby Berosini, Ltd v. People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, 114 Nev. 1348 (1998) 

and Cadle Co. v. Woods & Erickson. LLP, 131 Nev. Adv. Op. 15 (2015). Price and Shackelford have 

established that awarding the costs set forth in their Memorandum of Costs are well within the discretion 

of this Court to award and are those authorized by NRS 18. 

In the exercise of its discretion, the Court also finds that the fee of the expert witness is justified 

under NRS 18.005(5), because the circumstances surrounding the expert's testimony were of such 

necessity as to require a fee in excess of $1 ,500. The claims in this case presented complicated issues 

of corporate governance involving whether some or all of the defendants were in such control of the 

corporation so as to allow piercing of the corporate veil, and it involved collateralized mortgage 

obligations, a form of financial investment far beyond the knowledge of a lay jury. The Court finds 

that the testimony of the expert was necessary to the defense of theories of liability raised in the Third 

Amended Complaint and in extensive motion practice. Therefore, the fee of $3,250 for the expert is 

justified under the circumstances. 

The remaining costs also were reasonable and permitted by the statute, either by express 

definition or as other reasonable and necessary expenses incurred in connection with the action as 

allowable under NRS 18.005. 

Therefore, it is the order of the Court that the costs in the amount of $7,729.20 properly 

documented in Price and Shackelford's Memorandum of Costs are awarded and shall be paid by 
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1 Plaintiffs to Price and Shackelford. Plaintiffs' Motion to Retax Costs ·is hereby denied. 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 
7A "":"I 

Dated this /t:J day of /Porw~N 7 '2016. 
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1 0 Copies served by mail this I D day ofF ebruary, 2016, to : 

11 Michael Matuska, Esq. 
231 0 South Carson Street, #6 

12 Carson City, Nevada 89701 

13 
Richard A. Oshinski, Esq. 

14 Mark Forsberg, Esq. 
Oshinski & Forsberg, Ltd. 

15 504 E. Musser Street, Suite 302 

16 Carson City, Nevada 89701 
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Vicki Barrett 
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